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FOREWORD

The Administrative Management Course Program was developed by the
Small Business Administration in cooperation with educational institutions to
bring modern managrment knowledge and techniques to the owners and managers
of small businesses. Within 10 years nearly 900 universities, colleges, and local
school systems have cosponsored almost 4,000 courses with this Agency. Over
110,000 owners and managers of small businesses have attended these courses.
Distributive Education, working through the local school systems, has accounted
for about one-third of these totals.

This is an outstanding demonstration of public spirit and service on the part
of these hundreds of educational institutions. Yet, there remain many thousands
of .small-business owners and managers who have never had the opportunity to
attend an administrative management course.

A committee on management education, consisting of representatives of the
Small Business Administration and the Distributive Education Division of the
American Vocational Association, was formed to study ways of meeting the small-
business management needs of the small communities and very small businesses
in poverty areas. The committee recommended that a series of subject presenta-
tions, including lesson plans, lectures, visual aids, case studies, and handout mate-
rial, be developed to assist in the establishment of administrative management
course programs in new locations. Further, it was felt that this material could
substantially assist existing management programs, particularly by emphasizing
the importance of continuing education for small-business owners and managers,
and by assisting the busy instructor with his preparation.

SBA accepted the responsibility for developing a series of subject presentations
in the field of administrative management for use by educators and businessmen
who teach these management courses. We believe that these presentations will be
particularly useful to Distributive Education in the smaller community where library
research facilities are limited and equipment for the production of visual aids is
not readily available. They will also assist community planning groups in im-
plementing the educational provisions of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
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The booklet was prepared for the Management Development and Training
Program. I wish to express appreciation to the Richmond Public Schools System
for granting leave of absence to John O. Perreault, who drafted the booklet. The
final version was correlated under the administrative direction of George C.
Willman, Jr., Program Manager. Artwork for the cover was prepared by Michael
J. Fontana of the Graphics and Design Branch, Office of Administrative Services.
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3.

A WORD ABOUT THIS SESSION

This publication, one of a series, is directed toward teaching management skills
to the small-business man. When the term "management" is used, it refers to
administrative management functions rather than to purely operational features
of business. The complete set of subject presentations may be obtained on loan
from the nearest Small Business Administration field office (listed on the inside back
cover). Single booklets or complete sets may be purchased from the Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402.

This topic, Sources of Assistance and Information, was prepared to aid in teaching
one session of a basic course. It contains sufficient material for a 45- to 60-minute
lecture which is usually followed by a discussion period. The management case on
page 55 can be used to extend the session or to form the basis for a second session
on the topic.

The lecture is designed to be presented to the businessman in nontechnical
language. It is one approach to teaching the sources of assistance. Instructors will
probably prefer to modify or revise the lecture in order to use their personal back-
ground and experience in the subject area. They may also find it preferable to
alter the topic to take account of the training or special needs of their class
participants.

This topic may be handled by a librarian, a management consultant, or
another whose training, experience, and interest qualify him. Guide for Part-time
Instructors, Distributive Education for Adults, a publication of the U.S. Office of
Education, may prove useful to local instructors.

The various sections of the publication are separated by divider sheets of
different colors. On the following page, these colors are given and the contents
of the sections are briefly described.

7
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GrayThe Lesson Plan. An outline of the material covered which may be used as
a teaching guide, or as a framework for developing an individualized presenta-
tion. The lesson plan contains two columns: the left-hand column is an outline
of the presentation; the right is a step-by-step indication of procedure, including
chalkboard suggestions, quotations, discussion points, and keyed guide to the
visual aids supplied.

Rust The Presentation. A carefully prepared subject presentation which may be
used as written or modified to meet local needs and conditions. It may also be
used as a source of information by a person preparing his own lecture.

BuffThe Visual Aids. Photographic copies of the set of visual aids which are
available for this topic. These visuals are 8- by 10-inch colored transparencies
prepared for use on overhead projectors. The subject presentation and lesson
plan are keyed to the visuals. A set of visuals for each subject in this series may
be borrowed from the nearest SBA regional office.

GreenThe Supply Department. Materials which may be reproduced locally for
distribution to course participants. Your nearest SBA office can furnish
information on current availability of SBA free publications, including titles
published subsequent to this volume.

YellowCases in Point. Short actual small-business management cases which may
be used to augment the presentation and to develop discussion, or as the basis
for a second session on the same topic.

BlueThe Incubator. Ideas for stimulating further thought and discussion by the
participants. This material may be reproduced locally for distribution to
course participants. "Assignments" are designed to aid in retention of the
subject matter of the session.

Nom: See back cover for index reference to the divider sheets.
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STIMULATE GROUP BY SERVING

AN INSTRUCTIONAL COCKTAIL

RECIPE

Use The Three B's (Bubbles)

O Base instruction on problems at learners
level.

O Blend instruction with job experience.

O Brighten instructions with variety of
illustrations, investigations
and group participation.

FOUR BASIC STEPS OF INSTRUCTION

Instructing is,like selling - -

Selling Instructing

1. Approach customer 1. Prepare the group
Promptness Start on schedule
Put at ease Put group.at ease
Awaken interest Awaken interest

2. Present merchandise or service
Select merchandise to fit need
Show one item at a time
Demonstrate selling points

2. Present information
Gauge material to needs
Present one point at a time
Show, illustrate, question

3. Have customer take part 3. Have group participate
Get merchandise into customer's Get group to discuss

hands

Let customer "try on" Have members demonstrate
merchandise or use ideas

Answer questions and meet Answer questions and correct
objections errors

4. Bring sale to close 4. Bring meeting to a close
Help customers decide; ask: Check on understanding; ask:

"which" nwhyle "how"
"for whom" "when" "what"
"when" "where" "who"

Be sure merchandise fits Be sure group now can use
need information

Summarize points of care and Summarize "take away" ideas
use

Handle mechanics of sale Make a definite conclusion
Pave way for return visit Pave way for next. session

10
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How To Deal With "Difficult Customers"

(Dg0

What To Do
THE "MOUTH"wants to do Take the play away from him by asking others to

comment on his remarks.
Deliberately turn to others and ask for their opinions.
Avoid looking at him.
Tactfully ask him to give someone else a chance, or
talk to him in private.

all the talking.

THE "ARGUER"constantly
tries to catch you up.

Keep cool. You can never "win" an argument.
Always make him back it up. Ask for evidence.
Avoid getting personaL

Refer the question to the group and then to him.

THE "MOUSE"is in every Call him by name and ask him for an opinion. Ask
group. him an easy question he is sure to answer well, then

praise him. This person is worthy of your attention.

Iff\34t,

THE "SO-WHATER"--is dis-
interested.

2

Point up something he has done as a good example
of the point being stressed. Ask . direct questions
affecting his work.

t



LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES: To point up the need for and use of business information and
assistance by small businessmen.

To identify ready sources of outside information and assistance.
To evaluate the effectiveness of various types of outside aid.

SESSION CONTENT

I. INTRODUCTION

II. BUSINESSMEN'S NEED OF AS-
SISTANCE

A. Big business assisted by:

1. Law firms
2. Certified public

accountants
3. Management consultants
4. Trade associations
5. Other sources

B. Small business needs outside as-
sistance:

1. Limited management ability
2. Limited time
3. Limited experience
4. Limited internal resources

TIPS AND APPROACHES

Use Ben Franklin anecdote or other
appropriate opener.

Discuss.

Discuss, using Visual No. 15-1.

3



III. KINDS OF INFORMATION
NEEDED

A. Facts

1. Financial
2. Production
3. Marketing

B. Advice

1. Evaluating data
2. Relative importance
3. Objectivity

C. Guidance

1. Defining problem
2. Isolating facts
3. Reaching decision

D. Making a decision

II

IV. 5 STEPS OF PROBLEM SOLVING

A. Define the problem

B. Define expectations

C. Develop alternate solutions

D. Choose solution and act

E. Provide trial period

V. MAJOR SOURCES OF INFOR-
MATIONPart I

A. People

1. Employees
2. Customers
3. Suppliers
4. Other businessmen

4
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Visual No. 15-2; discuss each factor.

Visual No. 15-3.

Visual No. 15-4.

Visual No. 15-5; use progressive
disclosure technique.
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B. Professional men

1. Bankers
2. Accountants
3. Management consultants

a. 8 pointers on choosing con-
sultants

b. 7 cautions concerning con-
sultants

4. Lawyers

a. Provide valuable assistance
on
(1) Organizing a business
(2) Tax matters
(3) Local, State, and Federal

regulation of business
(4) Labor problems

b. Small businessmen's un-
familiarity with laws

VI. BE RECEPTIVE TO NEW IDEAS

A. Your greatest assetyourself

B. Modernize yourself with new ideas

1. Follow up new ideas
2. Sources of ideas

VII. MAJOR SOURCES OF INFOR-
MATIONPart H

A. Educational institutions

1. Administrative management
courses

a. Balanced program
b. Manager-employee pro-

grams

Visual No. 15-6; use progressive
disclosure technique.

Visual No. 15-7.

Visual No. 15-8; use progressive
disclosure technique.

Distribute Handout No. 15-1.
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2. Distributive education

a. Function
b. Objectives
c. Programs

3. Bureaus of Business Research

B. Business groups

1. Chambers of Commerce
2. Community business develop-

ment councils
3. Credit bureaus
4. Better Business Bureaus
5. Associations of businessmen
6. Special libraries and informa-

tion centers

C. Government agencies

1. Federal government agencies
2. State and local agencies

D. Publications

1. GovernmentFederal
2. GovernmentState and local
3. Universities
4. Research institutions
5. Newspapers, consumer maga-

zines, and trade papers
6. Directories, bibliographies and

checklists

VIII. SUMMATION

6

Visual No. 15-9.

Visual No. 15-10; use progressive
disclosure technique.

Visual No. 15-11; use progressive
disclosure technique. Briefly men-
tion representative services of various
agencies; also mention appropriate
State and local agencies.

Visual No. 15-12; use progressive
disclosure technique.

Handout Focal Points No. 15.
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SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION

Ben Franklin once said, "They that will not be counseled cannot be helped.
If you do not hear reason, she will rap you on the knuckles." This sage observa-
tion is borne out time after time in the field of commerce.

BUSINESSMEN'S NEED OF ASSISTANCE

Despite the fact that "big business" is sometimes characterized by its wealth
of internal talent, the corporation executive is still lost in the role of one seeking
aid and counsel. There is no room today in either large or small business for the
"know-it-all, need-no-advice" type of executive. Our great corporations fre-
quently have a small army of specialist vice presidents whose primary function is
to back-stop management. These specialists are prepared by training and experi-
ence to handle anything from locating a new outlet to settling legal involvement.

This is what is sometimes referred to as "management in depth." Even with
such internal resources available, mistakes are made. Probably because of the
size and scope of the organization, such failures can be absorbed by the corporate
body, and the subsequent shock distributed and resisted; yet in order to further
reduce the margin of potential error, big business looks to and accepts all kinds of
direction, information, and help from outside sources. Law firms, certified public
accountants, management consultants, industry committees, and government are
but a few of the resources that the "big boys" frequently call in to take a critical
look at both administrative and operating practices.

The small-business man, on the other hand, does not generally have a wealth
of specialized management assistance talent within his firm. In some instances,
too, he is his own board of directors, making all decisions and being forced to live
with themfor better or for worse. Moreover, because of limited resources, he
generally cannot afford even a single costly mistake.

Thus there evolves what appears to be a paradoxical situation. The business
that can best afford the cost of error maintains a specialized, highly trained manage-
ment, and the services of outside sources to resist it. Yet the man who can least

7
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afford to make mistakes must, all too frequently, depend upon his own judgments
and devices to prevent failure. This is frequently the small-business manager's
special dilemma. Year after year, analyses of business failures emphasize that
lack of balanced management training and experience, or a lack of sufficient time
to give attention to all the functions of management, accounts for more than 90
percent of the failures among small businesses.

In a study of small-firm growth and survival, the authors state:

Quite typically, almost every failure exhibits several types of mistakes
and errors in judgment. The circumstances under which some firms were
initiated precluded success from the beginning, a few others made fatal mana-
gerial errors during the course of their operation, and yet others could have
continued, objectively speaking, if the owners had not been overwhelmed by
difficulties and crises that generally beset newly opened business. They
lacked knowledge of what to expect and as a result were psychologically un-
prepared to cope with the problems.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE FACTORS

Persistence
Determination

/ impatience
Frustration

...Discouragement

Visual 15-1

Frustration, impatience, and discouragement also played a role in a num-
ber of failures and caused owners to give up without having tested the poten-
tialities of their businesses. By the same token, the opposite traitsdetermi-
nation, persistence, and endurancewere decisive variables for the survival
of a number of firms, which, objectively, were in no better condition at the
beginning than a number of those that failed.

This talk of failure might seem a somewhat negative approach to Sources of
Assistance and Information, but the sad fact is that a significant portion of this high
mortality percentage among small businesses could be avoided if owners, especially

8
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in the beginning period, would recognize the limits of their own experience, skills,
and resources and turn to the sources of counsel, information, and assistance that can
be theirs almost for the asking.

Unfortunately, very few small-business-owners seek or receive any expert
advice. As far back as 1941, the National Economic Committee pointed out:

The chance of a newcomer becoming an established member of the busi-
ness community is sadly slight. He carries on until his funds are exhausted
and then disappears from the scene. His place is taken by another hopeful,
certain that his abilities will permit him to succeed where his predecessor
has failed. . . . Unaware of the odds against them and largely ignorant of
the weapons of trade, prospective proprietors march solidly into the ambush.

That this depressing picture still continues is an indictment either upon (1)
our failure in informing the small-business man of the aids available to him, or
(2) his unwillingness to accept counsel from a source not directly under his control.
We strongly suspect that it is a combination of the two, interwoven with a sense
of "I know what's best for my own business, and outside sources are too expensive
and impractical." All too frequently, one suspects, the attitude is: "What I
want from outsiders is capital, not advice."

If we could impress upon such a man the observation of Ben Jonson:

No man is so wise that he may not easily err if he takes no other counsel
than his own. He that is taught only by himself has a fool for a master.

Assuming that you are not content with your own internal skill, experience, or
counsel, we would like to turn our attention to those sources outside your business
that are readily available to you.

To use sources of assistance and information, you must

1. Have a desire to seek them out.
2. Set aside time for your search.
3. Know where to look.

KINDS OF INFORMATION NEEDED

What kind of information, does the small-business man frequently need and
where does he get it?

784-134 0-65--L2
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Facts

For example:

a. How do my sales compare with those of my competitors.
b. Are my sales increasing with the increase in personal income for the

entire community.
c. Am I spending mire, less, or about the same amount for advertising as

my trade or industry.

Bases for
I I L

LI-1-1

I

MAKING

ADVICE FACT GUIDANCE

Visual 15-2

Advice

After facts have been gathered, they have to be evaluated. This is not an easy
task. There may be several arguments on both sides of a question raised by facts.
What is the relative importance of each? At this point, if it is possible to find
someone else who has faced pretty much the s-Ine problem, his ideas may be very
helpful. Naturally, you are not going to accept advice from just anyone. Your
choice must be someone you know and can trust.

Guidance

Sometimes a problem is so indefinite it is hard to isolate and identify. Sales
may be dropping and you can't determine why, or sales may be increasing, but
expenses are going up more rapidly. Perhaps the market trend is away from your
product or line of merchandise. What should you do? Advertise more? Drop
the line? Here you need guidance from people who are experienced with these
particular problemsfrom those whose experience is broader and deeper than your
own. Who are they? Where are they? What will their services cost?

10
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Making a Decision

Once the information is available, you can make a decision. Experience tells
you that you must make your own decisions. They cannot be made for you. But
even though you must render the decision, there is the very important factor of
timing so as to do the most good. There is a right and a wrong time to do things.
The success or failure of your business can depend on the timing and quality of
your decisions. Decision making is not a hocus-pocus process that depends on in-
spiration from outer space. It is a systematic procedure that often combines
prayerful consideration with energetic digging.

THE FIVE STEPS OF PkOBLEM SOLVING

1 Define the problem
m 1r

2 Define your expectations

3 Develop altertmtivesolutionT-64
0 "---4 Choose the solution

5 Provkle a trial period

Visual 15-3

FIVE STEPS OF PROBLEM SOLVING

-You may want to recall the five steps of the decision-making process:

(I) Define the problem.

What kind of a problem is itproduction, personnel, finance, promotion?

What is its most critical factor?

When must a solution be rendered?

Why do we have to get a solution?

What will it cost to solve the problem?

What will our cost be if we don't solve it?

(II) Define expectations.

1
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What sort of situation will result when we solve this problem?

What will be the effect on staff, customers, suppliers, etc.?

Is this better than we have now?

(III) Develop alternate solutions.

Is there more than one solution?

Can the problem be solved from within or must we look beyond the
limitations of the firm itself?

Which alternate is most economical, most judicious, most effective,
fairest to everyone concerned?

(IV) Choose the solution and carry out the decision.

Which of the alternate solutions has the most factors in its favor?

Which will get the most support?

(V) Provide a trial period.

Set up a limited time to test the chosen solution.

Evaluate it, in the light of consequences, for its actual effectiveness.

You will undoubtedly agree that you can make better use of these steps if
(1) you turn to others who are well informed on the facts, (2) seek out alternate
soliltions, and (3) decide on a course of action based on trial or experience.

MAJOR SOURCE'S OF INFORMATION PART I

Let us consider some of the sources of this invaluable ingredient called in-
formation. Generally speaking, there are 6 major sources:

12

1. People you meet any day.

2. Professional men such as bankers, lawyers.

3. Educational institutions, especially those having adult education, com-
munity development, or extension program operations.

4. Business groups and other associations.
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5. Government agencies that work with business.

6. Published material that comes to you.

publuations

lift
,

1,1! iijo 1t

MAJOR SOURCES

'I INFORMATION
A.

,17?

business ./°\T , government
groups . ' 1 . agencies

educational institutions

people

1,01111111

Visual 15-4

People

Every day of the week you meet a lot of people. Have you ever stopped to
consider how many of them may have knowledge or information you could use?

HELPFUL PEOPLE

Employees

Customers

Suppliers

Other Businessmen

Visual 15-5

Employees.Your own employees may have answers to problems if you would
only ask them. For example :

"Three people called today for a product you no longer carry."
"The new metal is not taking heat as well as the old."
"Your stock of a high-volume item is getting low just before a sales period."

If you let your employees know that you value their opinions and ideas and
act upon some of them, they will keep you well informed on many points of value.

13



Some companies, even though quite small, establish a suggestion system and pay
for the acceptable ideas of employees with small bonuses, an extra day off, etc.

Customers.Do you ask your customers about products or services they have
bought from you, or do you let sleeping dogs lie? Customers can give you sales
ideas. They can suggest new and unique uses for your product or services. They
can tell you your strong points or your competitive weaknesses. They can tell
you how to improve your community services or your public image.

Suppliers.Today, more than ever before, suppliers are trying to provide you
with products that will sell in a competitive market. Their success depends upon
your success. They want to help you sell so that you in turn will buy more from
them. In addition to product and technical service, an increasing number of
suppliers are qualified to offer you management information and assistance. Have
you ever asked a salesman what his company can do for you that it is not already
doing? Have you considered purchasing from suppliers who provide more than a
product and a discountable invoice?

Other Businessmen.How many other businessmen can you list as your per-
sonal friends? How many of these have solved the kind of problem you may be
currently wrestling with?

How many of your business friends would be pleased if you were to turn to
them for such counsel and help? You see these men at the post office, the chamber
of commerce or retail merchants association meetings, at luncheon meetings,
your church, the golf course, and many other places. If they don't know the
answer to your problem, they probably know someone who does.

HELPFUL PROFESSIONAL MEN

et1
1=1

bankers

management

consultants

accountants

lawyers

lef

Visual 15-6

Pro Fessional Men

Bankers.Your banker probably knows more about business conditions in
your area than any other person. Bankers today are being trained in many phases

14



of business management other than finance and are qualified to talk about many
things in addition to profit and loss statements, balance sheets, and loans. Don't
call your banker only when you want to borrow money.

Accountants.The accountant is a professional man trained to analyze a
firm's financial position, its expenses, and its profit and loss statement. Because
of his wide exposure to similar business problems and the means used to solve them,
he can suggest ways to improve your cash position or increase your profits. Account-
ants today are becoming more and more management-oriented. If you are not
making maximum use of this major source of administrative and operational
knowledge, we strongly urge you to do so regularly and frequently.

Management Consultants.Some large management consulting firms have
fees so great that they can only be retained by the bigger or more affluent companies.
But there are hundreds of smaller firms that specialize in working for the smaller
client. Most consultants specialize in problems stemming from labor relations,
organization, location and layout, and the like. Practically all consultants are
prepared to quote you a fee for your job once they know exactly what you want
done. They are businessmen and you can and should regard them as such.

Here are some tips on selecting and using consultative services. You'll find it
worthwhile to get answers to these questions :

1. How long has the consulting firm been in business?
2. What is the background of the principals (partners)?
3. What is the firm's financial status?
4. What companies has it served?
5. What do its clients say about the technical quality of its work?
6. How much of its business is "repeat" business?
7. How well does the firm get along with peopleits own employees as

well as outsiders?
8. How much time do the principals spend on the job?
9. Has the firm had experience applicable to your problems?

10. Has the firm got a recognized expert on your kind of problem?

And you may need a few cautions about choosing a consultant:

1. Beware the "high-pressure, sign-up-now" consultant.
2. Beware the man who promises results before he has had a chance to study

the problem.
3. Avoid the fixed-fee consultant.
4. Beware the man whose services will depend upon your purchasing

specific machines or merchandise.

15



5. Don't "pay in advance."
6. Have your consultant's proposal in writing as to what he intends to do.
7. Once you employ him, don't handicap your consultant by withholding

information of an embarrassing nature or otherwise failing to cooperate
fully in his efforts to identify and solve your problem.

Lawyers.Naturally, you will turn to your lawyer on all legal problems as
they arise. But your lawyer can do much more. He can help you avoid problems.
And he can help you to take advantage of matters of law applicable to your interest.

As a lawyer, he may be of great and immediate value to your relation to tax
legislation and the tax advantages that are available to you because of the size,
nature, or organizational structure of your business. The average small-business
operator overpays his taxes because he is unfamiliar with tax laws and regulations
affecting such matters as depreciation and other deductible items. Your lawyer
can also assist you in matters ofzoning regulations and Federal and State regulations
regarding your employees.

BE RECEPTIVE TO NEW IDEAS

In these days, when the ownership and management of a business is becoming
more and more complicated and involved, one needs the counsel and direction of
the knowledgeable people described. It will pay any bus --Is manager to get

BE RECEPTIVE to NEW IDEAS . . .

Seek them out

Appraise them

Use them

Profit from them

Visual 15-7

acquainted with them, determine what each has to offer, and make the most
effective use of them. The result should be the making of better business decisions
or the making of those decisions with greater ease and facility. They will give you
more time to manage your business with the growing assurance that your decisions
and actions are sound.
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Your Greatest Asset

Let us change our pace by asking you a direct question : What in your opinion
is your greatest business asset? Is it a fine location? An excellent reputation?
Low prices? Now without knowing what your business is, where it is located,
or how long it has been established, we can venture to say that your greatest
asset is yourself.

You can rent space. You can buy equipment or fixtures, you can hire per-
sonnel. You may even be able to create a public image. But you are stuck with
yourself. Over the past 20 years, you may have put up a new building or a new
store front, you may have bought modern fixtures or taken on a new line of mer-
chandisebut what have you done to modernize yourself?

Only you can answer this question; but how you answer it will depend largely
on the degree to which you look outward to the help and counsel of others.

Modernizing Yourself With New Ideas

If you were to introduce one new idea into your business each week for a year,
you would revolutionize your business and probably increase your net profits a
good deal. Of course, if you are satisfied with existing conditions, it will be pretty
hard for you to accept new ideas from whatever source.

You can easily avail yourself of a continous flow of ideas, covering almost
every aspect of business administration and operation. The Small Business Ad-
ministration will provide you, for the asking, with any number of brief management
aids and marketing aids which have been drawn up by business executives, con-
sultants, accountants, and educators of national reputation. For instance, one
publication called Watch Tour Cash is only four pages long, but it is packed with
ideas. Another is Store Modernization Needs. This time the inspection may seem
less personal because it concerns the premises, not the manager. But if you start
with the store front and windows, come in the front door, and look at your place
of business through the eyes of a stranger, you may become aware of deficiencies
that exist not in your premises, but in yourself.

Follow Up New Ideas.New ideas are wonderful if you follow them up. New
ideas are powerful if you put them to work. In fact, if you go back into the history
of your own or any other business, you'll soon discover that the whole thing started
when you or somebody else had an idea. Your job as manager is to keep up the
flow of ideas. This is undoubtedly why you are participating in this series.

Sources of Ideas.As we have seen, ideas can come from your employees,
customers, suppliers, bankers, business associates, and others. But idea sources
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are not limited to people or agencies. There are many ideas contained in every
issue of your local newspapers, in trade journals, or in general business publications.
Of course, not every one of these ideas is pointed at you. You have to adapt an
idea to fit your needs. But that's half the fun and challenge of it. If you didn't
have to make such adaptation you wouldn't be a business manager, you'd be a
messenger boy.

You may say that you are too busy to be bothered with all this reading; but
the man who is too busy to acquaint himself with the latest management techniques
is probably the man who most needs such an acquaintance.

MAJOR SOURCES OF INFORMATION PART II

Educational Institutions

Administrative Management Courses.The series in which you are now
participating is an SBA cosponsored administrative management course. This
course and others that will follow it in your community are designed to help you to
understand and develop skills in management practices. By listening and discuss-
ing, and then by applying the ideas presented to your own management situation,
you can profit both from the knowledge and experience of the valious resource
specialists and businessmen in this program. Not so long ago, we had a report
that a small-business manager in Milwaukee who picked up an idea in one of our
courses had developed $10,000 in new business before the end of the 10-week
program.

Educational Institutions as

INFORMATION SOURCES

Visual 15-8

A Balanced Program.The administrative management course occupies a
crucial spot in the framework of a comprehensive management training program.
Among other things, it helps make the top man more aware of his own managerial
limitations and that practical education can further help him. He also becomes
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aware that other members of his management team should have training appro-
priate to their levels of responsibility.

The following chart shows one direction that a balanced program of managerial
training might iake. (The instructor may also want to use the chart as a handout
to course participants. See Supply Department Section.)

A course in Presents From the viewpoint of And is directed to

Administrative
management.

Overall adminis-
trative function.

Making policy. The top man.

Specific phases
of management.

Separate segments
of management

Developing
executives

The top man
and/or middle

functions. or managers. management
group.

The management Special functions Performance. Specialized
of a specific and operational management
business, techniques of

management.
personnel.

The establish- Basic management Fundamental Persons new
ment of a
small business,

concepts of
forming or
operating a
new business,

training, to manage-
ment or
anticipating
it.

Manager-Employee Programs.Among the desirable results of administra-
tive management training is the practical value of the training itself. This practica-
bility makes for a naturally direct relationship between the training of the top man
and that of his employees.

Because small businesses are "small," their managers are sometimes inclined to
feel that anything resembling formalized employee training is an impossibility.
They may rely heavily on "on-the-job" instructional procedures and follow the
trial and error pattern of training because they know nothing better. Their
own administrative management training should dispel this impression. It should
also point the way to improved training procedures even for the smallest business.

This is where educational institutions render great service. The functions of
management evolve about problems relating to men, money, and markets. Adult
education has already developed a full program of course offerings dealing with
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precisely these areas of training and directed to the employee or operational view-
point. Courses in, for example, salesmanship, human relations, customer service,
merchandise or product information, advertising, and display are counterparts of
management training programs in sales management, personnel relations, sales
promotion management, etc. A comprehensive management program seeks to
inform management of availability of such employee training in his community.

Distributive Education

Distributive Education is the active partner in the resource team that brings
you the administrative management program. DE is a program of the public
schools aimed at improving standards and practices in business. Your DE coor-
dinator is a person with whom you should have more than a nodding acquaintance-
ship. DE can bring you :

1. Training for your present and future key employees.

2. Supervisory training for department heads and their assistants.

3. Administrative management courses like this.

4. Specialized short courses, clinics, and institutes on virtually all phases
of management or marketing operations.

5. Individualized consultation.

6. A clearinghouse of business information and resources.

T he six aids that DEbrings you

1. Employee Meg opporturdies

2. Supmisory Wing

3. Administrative mend courses

4. Special short courses

5. WWI comultetion

B. Clearinghouse of intonation

Visual 15-9

Bureaus of Business Research

Last to be considered, but never to be overlooked, are local higher educational
institutions. These have training at all levels. Particularly notable are colleges
having Bureaus of Business Research, which often have consultative services and
sponsor business community studies.
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BUSINESS GROUPS

Finally, we should speak briefly about two other sources of management
information; the firstbusiness groups.

The National Cash Register Co. has invaluable information in such areas as
window display, layout and design, selling, etc.

Dun & Bradstreet branch offices have information on ratios, credit and
management practice.

Chambers of Commerce

In a sense, a chamber of commerce is a trade association located in a geo-
graphical center serving all the businesses and businessmen operating in the area.
It has the city, metropolitan area, or county as its center of interest. You will get
as much out of your chamber of commerce as you put into it. By identifying
yourself with the community, you become acquainted with other businessmen
many of whom can contribute to the sucess of your business.

Sooner or later almost everyone in a town goes to his chamber of commerce.
It acts as an information depository for many Federal, State, and local agencies and
organizations. If someone at the chamber office can't answer your question, it is
fair to assume that they will know where to get the answer.

Chambers

of
Commerce

Comnumity Business

Development Ccs

BUSINESS GROUPS AS

INFORMATION SOURCES

Crett
Bureaus

Better Associations

Business of

Burems
Special Libraries

Buggessmen

and kdonnation Centers

Visual 15-10

Trade Associations

There are more than 2,000 national trade associations in the United States.
Each of you probably belongs to at least one of them. Few members, however,
get all the information and assistance their associations are ready, able, and eager
to provide. Most trade associations hold regular meetings where you can meet and
talk with others in the trade. They issue bulletins and journals with up-to-the-
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minute details on trends and practices in the industry. Some trade associations
make expense studies and carry on other technical or commercial research. Most
all keep members posted on legal matters and pending legislation that affects them.

Among the varied services available to the small-business man through his
trade association are the following:

1. Promoting better accounting and recordkeeping methods and sometimes
providing these services.

2. Sponsoring industrywide meetings and developing leadership from
within.

3. Operating a liaison service between Federal and State governments and
the industry.

4. Providing publicity and public relations programs for the industry and
advice and help in public relations for individual members.

5. Fostering industrywide technical research.

6. Maintaining labor relations services.

7. Training employees of member companies (frequently in cooperation
with Distributive Education or the Small Business Administration) in
clinics, seminars, demonstrations, institutes.

8. Acting as an information and publications clearinghouse.

9. Reporting credit information, and securing savings on insurance
purchases.

All of these services are available to the small-business man at an almost nominal
cost. Typically, dues for trade associations run to a fraction of 1 percent of a
member's annual volume. Considering the services rendered, the forward looking
small-business manager should consider this slight expense an investment in the
future of his company.

(The instructor will want to develop, in similar fashion, short discourses on
the other business groups mentioned in the Lesson Plan outline for this section.
Ile will want to give most of his attention to the groups active in his own particular
community, for it is they which will be of most immediate help to the local small-
business men.)

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Specific services can be rendered by Government agencies:

The Post Office Department is a source of information about mailing rates
and efficient internal operations in the matter of mail cost reduction, etc.

22
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GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AS INFORMATION SOURCES
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Visual 15-11

The Federal Reserve System has information on business climate and trends.

Your State Employment Service is a source of wage and hour information as
well as a source of employees.

(The instructor will find very helpful information on the services offered by
various Federal Government agencies in the U.S. Government Organization Manual,
available in all libraries and Field Offices, or on order from the Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, D.C., 20402.)

PUBLICATIONS

Last to be mentioned, but perhaps of most importance to many of us, are
various kinds of publications. (The instructor should talk informally about
specific publications, using Visual No. 15-12 to channel the discussion. Any
reference librarian will have specific titles of periodical and nonperiodical pub-
lications containing information sought by businessmen.)
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Visual 15-12
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SUMMATION

This lecture could probably go on and on, but we believe that the above
information will give the alert businessman the lead he needs to begin or continue
an aggressive program of continuing exposure to management ideas and manage-
ment education.

We will sum up with a statement of George Santayana's:

What we call the contagious force of an idea is the force of the people
who have embraced it.
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USE OF VISUAL AIDS

WHAT TO USE

Chalkboard

Posters, Charts, and
Diagrams

Hand-Out Materials

Films and Film Strips

Samples, Forms, and
Exhibits

Pedestal Chart

784-134 0-85--3

WHEN AND HOW TO USE

Study and plan before a meeting what to put
on the board and where to pit it. Use it to
present sketches, diagrams, outlines, defini-
tions, key words, directions, record of class
contributions, and summaries.
Suit material to board space.
Write plainly and quickly.
Keep wording simple.
Stand at one side of board while referring to

Talk to the group, not to the board.
Erase material no longer needed.

To arouse interest and attract attention; to
show relationships and trends; to inspire
group.
Use device large enough to be seen.
Post where everyone can see.
Present at right time.
Discuss information illustrated.

To present information uniform in character
and as a guide to material covered; emphasize
key points; arouse interest and discussion; re-
view or summarize discussions; and serve as
permanent reference.
Select to serve a definite purpose.
Introduce at right time.
Distribute in manner to convey its importance:
Diiect members how to use.

Present an overall view; introduce a new sub-
ject; emphasize specific aspects of a subject;
arouse interest; summarize.
Select carefully to relate to the discussion and
plan presentation. Arrange room and equip-
ment for showing. Alert the audience for the
showing or what will be seen. Run the film.
Discuss the subject matter and summarize.

Keep subject matter practical; show develop-
ment of a process; increase understanding.
Select only enough to illustrate, not confuse.
Pass around if necessary.
Take time to present clearly;
Comment when presenting.

A pad of newsprint sheets or similar paper may
be used for the same purposes as the chalk-
board. Material recorded with chalk or
crayon may be saved for future reference by
the group or by the instructor.
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Managerial Training Programs Scope and Focus

A course in Presents From the viewpoint of And is directed to

Administrative
management.

Overall adminis-
trative function.

Making policy. The top man.

Specific phases Separate segments Developing The top man
of management. of management executives and/or middle

functions. or managers. management
group.

The management Special functions Performance. Specialized
of a specific and operational management
business, techniques of

management.
personnel.

The establish- Basic management Fundamental Persons new
ment of a
small business,

concepts of
forming or
operating a
new business.

training, to manage-
ment or
anticipating
it.

Handout No. 1 5-1
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Help from Outside

Washington 25, D. C. ---.11111111 December 1961

SPECIALIZED HELP FOR SMALL BUSINESS
By David R. Mayne, President, Mayne Associates, Indianapolis, Indiana,

and member of The Association of Management Consultants, Washington, D. C.

SUMMARY

Small businessmen in increasing num-
be r a are finding that outside assistance can
be of real dollars-and-cents benefit in
solving certain management problems.
They are using such experts to help analyze
and solve various management, operating,
and technical problems which their own
key personnel are not able to do because
of lack of time or lack of specialized knowl-
edge.

This Aid discusses when and when,not
to use consultants. It highlights some
specific financial savings small companies
have made as the result of outside help,
advice and guidance.

"My sales are ahead of last year's, but..."
is frequently heard when small businessmen
gather. One owner and manager of a refrigera-
tion supply business is typical.

His volume is up $50,000, but his net profit
is down 2 percent. "I've worked twice as
hard this year," he said "for little or no
profit."

He put his finger on a sore spot with many
small businessmen. Caught in a cost-price
squeeze and more intense competition, many
of them wonder how to stop the declining
profits which often acc ompany increased annual
volume.

One answer is better management. "But I'm
doing the best I know how " some say. Or
others say, "I've got my hands full trying to
keep sales up."

GETTING OUTSIDE HELP

More and more small businessmen are
realizing that promotion and sales must be
backed up with effective management. A sub-
stantial increase in volume is worthless when

poor management eats away net
profit.

Many of these businessmen recognize some
of the danger signals of such conditions. They
are aware of: rising labor costs, lack of
working capital, high labor turnover, in-
creasing overhead costs, excessive inven-
tories, and climbing breakeven points.

However, because their own time or knowl-
edge is limited, they aren't able to do what
they'd like to remedy these conditions. Faced
by these facts, many are turning to outside
experts for advice and help on how to manage
more effectively.

This, of course, does not mean that every
firm can profitably use management consult-
ants, or that consultants can always solve
every problem. Some businesses don't need
consulting help; others couldn't apply it if
they had it. Moreover, while most consultants
are competent and ethical, it is only common
sense to r e cogni z e that some are
not well qualified and a few are even un-
ethical.

WHEN CONSULTANTS CAN'T HELP

The most competent consultant in the cs-Juntry
can't improve a company's situation if the
owner-manager already knows whe r e the
trouble lies but refuses to make any changes.
In the same vein, a consultant can't stop
technological change or block shifts in market
characteristics or consumer buying habits.

For example, consider three typical situa-
tions.

(1) Controlling interest in a small whole-
sale house was held by an elderly widow. She
insisted that her two sons hold the key man-
agement jobs even though they were poor
businessmen and would not let subordinates
work without interference.

(2) A service business provided mechanical
repairs and adjustments to a particular type of
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industrial equipment. Sales dried up when the
customers all converted to a new kind of
equipment which did not need that sort of
servicing.

(3) A small restaurant serving chiefly
travellers was forced to the wall when rail-
way service to that community was discon-
tinued.

In uch cases, hiring a management con-
sultant is not the answer. There is no diffi-
culty in identifying the basic problems. But
there is little or nothing any consultant could
do about them.

WHEN YOU CAN USE CONSULTANTS

Among the many management problems on
which consultants can help, three types
especially lend themselves to such outside
assistance. They are: the "one-shot" situa-
tion, the business checkup, and the feasibility
study.

In such situations, the small businessman
doesn't need and can't afford permanent per-
sonnel. By bringing in a consultant for the
particular assignment, the owner gets the
job done for a fraction of the cost of full-time
specialists on his permanent payroll.

An example of the "one-shot" situation is
that of a corrugated box company which wanted
an independent review of operations. After a
two-week review, 24 recommendations were
submitted to the owner to improve internal
control of operations and net profits.

Or take the case of Specialties Company'
(name disguised), a small food wholesaling
house. Sales were fair but profits were shrink-
ing. The conditions which the concerned owner
turned up indicated that perhaps his firm
wasn't as healthy as it should be. Having neither
the time nor the staff to investigate, he hired
a consultant to give the firm a business check-
up.

This expert recommended reorganization of
the firm's departments and the installation of
modern record-keeping equipment. The owner
now has a consultant give his firm a business
checkup periodically. He regards this expense
as part of the cost of doing business and con-
siders it a bargain.

Another small business was considering an
installation of automatic data processing equip-
ment. The owner wasn't entirely sure about
the information presented by various vendors
because of conflicts in recommendations.

So he hired a consulting firm to make a
feasibility study. This firm studied the areas
of the company that would be affected and got
together independent facts, figures, and so on.
On the basis of this impartial study, the boss
decided that his company could use electronic
equipment to good advantage and put it in.

Another case is that of John Penman (name
disguised) who ran a restaurant. Redevelop-

34

ment of his neighborhood forced him to
relocate. The question was: What is the best
spot? He had some ideas, but he didn't have
the time or the specialized knowledge to
check them.

A consultant checked out these ideas and
added several of his own. On the basis of
this expert information, Mr. Penman relocated
in a shopping center close to several large
apartment houses. His firm prospered there.

WHY EXPERTS HELP

Outside experts can offer such help to small
firms because they have specialized knowledge
and skills. Among the things a consultant can
bring to a small concern are: (I) a fresh
viewpoint, (2) an objective analysis of opera-
tions, (3) wide experience from other firms,
(4) a scientific approach and (5) an opportunity
to devote needed time.

A Fresh Viewpoint.
The small businessman is so familiar with

his operations that he often overlooks condi-
tions that hit visitors in theface. For instance,
an owner gets used to dingy office walls, but
the visitor says to himself, "This place needs
painting." The boss is sometimes too close
to things to see them in their true light. How-
ever, the consultant brings a trained fresh
viewpoint to the firm.

An Objective Analysis.
The management consultant's fresh view-

point helps him to look impartially and ob-
jectively at your operation. For instance, you
may be reluctant to discontinue a line that is
declining. For various reasons you want to
hold on to it. Conversely, the consultant,
because he hasn't been so closely involved,
can examine this line impartially and objec-
tively. Studying your profit and loss statement,

he can tell the extent of the declining trend.

Wide Experience.
Discussing problems with a consultant is a

lot like talking to a group of leaders at a
business convention. He's solved problems
similar to yours for a wide variety of firms.
And he can apply this experience to your
situation. His experience helps him to know
what questions to ask and where to look for
the key to the problem.

A Scientific Approach.
The well-qualified consultant won't make

decisions by intuition. He'll base his
recommendations on facts. The tools he may
use include: flow charts, profit and loss
statements, balance sheets, cash flow charts,
task lists, schematic diagrams, and organiza-
tional charts. These tools help him to collect
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and a naly z e his data quickly and ac-
curately.

He Can Devote Time.
Most small busineksmen are so burdened

with current activities that they don't have
the time to step back and study their firm's
operation. The consultant can work on a
particular problem full time. He is not inter-
rupted by other activities of the business.
As an outsider, he is not apt to get involved
in company policies as an employee might.
Remember, though, that consultants are human
too, and even the most conscientious might
sometime overestimate his ability to help and
want to sell you more of his time than you
need.

SELECTING THE RIGHT MAN

After you've decided you need a consultant,
the problem is to choose a reputable and well-
qualified one. There are over 1,800 of them
in the United States, today. Here is a step-
by-step procedure that you can use in helping
to assure that the consultant you pick is a
good one:

(1) Obtain information on the services offered
and general reputation from: Your business
friends who have used consultants, trade
associations, editors of business publications,
or from an accountant or lawyer. Be careful
that the people who give suggestions are not
biased for personal reasons, and that they are
sufficiently familiar with consultants. See
"For Further Information" on page 4 of this
Aid for sources that may be helpful when you
want to verify the ability and qualifications of
various consulting firms.

(2) Cla:rify in your own mind exactly what
you want the consulting firm to accomplish.
Establish your objectives clearly in terms of
what goals you want the consulting firm to
achieve.

(3) Talk to the principals in several consult-
ing firms before making a final decision. Try
to get an idea of the firm, determine if they
are the type of men with whom your company
could work effectively.

(4) Ask to talk to the men who will actually
be assigned to work on your project. (if these
differ from those already met. Find out if
they have worked with s rnall bus ines s problems
in the past and have come up with practical
solutions. See if they're specialists in your
troublesome areas. For example, you'd want
an expert in promotion to work on sales
problems, and so on.

(5) Ask the consultant for recent references
on assignments comparable to yours. Get the
names of a few specific companies and check
with them. Determine the services performed
and the results obtained.

(6) Insist on a written proposal from each
consulting firm interviewed, which outlines:

L

What the work will cover, how the work will
be done, whether a written report will be
submitted, how long the study will take, an
estimate of the total cost and how much time
the principals will spend on the assignment.

(7) See if the consultant will put his rec-
ommendations into effect if your own people
aren't qualified to implement them. Get a
written agreement as to his cost. For example,
what will he charge if he only instructs and
guides yOur. people? What will he charge if
his people install the recommendations? Re
member that when he leaves your people
have to make the recommendation work. So
be sure they learn what he should teach them.

(8) Ask whether the consultant will keep
confidential information that would help your
competitors, unless cleared in advance. It's
a good idea to have an understanding even
though you're satisfied that the consulting
firm is ethical.

(9) Determine the financial standing of the
consultant. Information can be obtained from
Dun & Bradstreet, a better business bureau
or, perhaps, a trade association.

(10) Beware of the consultant who promises
to deliver more than his fee could reasonably
cover. A good rule is: Don't be influenced by high
pressure salesmanship, offering a low-cost
packaged survey. The sincere consultant will
not derude himself or you with such panaceas.

In using consultants, you should remember
that sometimes businessmen limit the con-
sultant's help by: (1) letting their problems
build up too long before they call him in,
(2) wanting him to confirm their own opinions
rather than giving an objective analysis, and
(3) refusing to accept the facts that are placed
before them.

HOW DOES HE OPERATE?

After you've discussed your problems with
the consultant, he'll gather preliminary facts.
Some firms will charge a flat fee for ' a
preliminary survey, others will include their
preliminary charges in their first months
billing to the client.

They will tell you what they feel needs to
be done, how long the project should take and
how much the job will cost. (Cost is discussed
in more detail a little later in this Aid.)

Assume, for example, that you consider the
cost reasonable, and agree to have the con-
sultant proceed with the project. Now he starts
to work. He collects data, interviews your
people, reviews your records, analyzes your
operations and does whatever else is needed
to get all the facts.

However, a written report will not neces-
sarily correct your problem. Who must do
the actual work to correct it? Do your people
have the ability and background needed? Do
they have the time? Or perhaps the project
involves several delicate personnel shifts.
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Here you can often employ the consultant to
implement his solutions. In fact, many firms
prefer to have the consultant put his recom-
mendations into effect.

Here is a typical case in point. A small
wholesaler of building materials asked a
consulting firm to conduct a "checkup" on
operations. The consulting firm's recom-
mendations included budgetary controls, a
standard cost system, consolidation of clerical
personnel and sales quotas. The wholesaler
was reluctant to spend the money needed to
put the recommendations into effect. So what
he had spent for initial consulting services
was wasted, and his firm continued to net
less than his competitors.

WHAT DOES CONSULTING COST ?

A consultant's fee depends on the job he
does for you. Most firms base their fees on
the time that their men spend onthe particular
job. This "per diem" fee varies with the type
of man and the nature of the assignment. But
few reputable firms charge less than $150
per man day plus out of pocket expenses.

Unreasonable? Not when you consider what's
involved. Management consulting firms employ
well qualified and experienced men. They
must pay them well to attract and keep them.
Also, this $150 per-man-day is not profit.
Rather, Ws the consulting firm's gross income
from which must be deducted all of its costs
of doing business. Also remember that a
consulting firm is not employed 100 percent
of the time. You usually get just what you pay for.

The important calculation to make is this:
Compare the estimated costs with the probable
long-range benefits that you expect to achieve
and the time that it should take you to recoup
your investment. In that connection, here are
two examples:

A wholesaler of beverages became alarmed
when his break-even point had increased to
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the extent that his operating capital was im-
paired. His firm was gradually losing its
ranking position in the industry. He called
in consultants who put in an incentive sales
program, a warehouse cost program and
management controls. Within 6 months the
firm had regained its position in the industry.
The owner is happy with a five to one return
on his investment of $3,000. His savings started
in 30 days after the consulting work was
completed.

A steel scaffolding equipment firm was
earning an excellent profit but the owner
felt that internal operations could be im-
proved. He had a consultant review the firm's
paperwork and internal records. In addition
to improving the records, the consultant re-
organized the structure of the firm. One year
later the firm was reaping a dividend of 34
percent return on its initial investment of
$28,000.

Small firms can compete more effectively
with bigger competitors by increasing the
use of more modern management methods and
the help of consultants to put them into effect.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Businessmen may consult the following sources and references for

additional study and guidance. This list is necessarily brief and
selective. However, no slight is intended toward authors or organiza-
tions who are not mentioned.

Management for the Smaller Company. Elizabeth Muting. American
Management Association. Inc.. 1515 Broadway. Nei York 36. N. Y.
1959. $9.00.

"Can Small Businesses UseConsultants?" H. C. Krentzman and
J. N. Samaras. Harvard BusMess Review. May-June 1960, 39 ow
Colony Road. Chestnut Hill 67. Mass. No charge.

How the Management Consulting Profession Serves Busi-
ness Enterprise. Association of Consultirg Management Engineers.
Inc., 347 Madison Ave., New York 17. N. Y. 3d ed. 1961.

Organizations:

Association of Management Consultants, Inc., 1223 Comecticut
Ave.. N. W., Washirigton 6, D. C.

Association of Consulting Management Engineers, Inc., 347 Madi-
son Ave., New York 17. N. T.

Your trade association.
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Help from Outside

Revised December 1961

How Distributive Education Helps Small Business

By John A. Beaumont, Director, Distributive Education Branch,
Division of Vocational Education, Office of Education, U. S. Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. C.

The value of DE to businessmen is highlighted
by the following typical scene: The owner of a
small store says to his wholesaler, "Sure we
had a good year last year. But unless I can work
out some way of getting moreproperly-trained
people, it's going to be tougher to compete next
year. The worst of it is that Ican't do the train-
ing myself and my firm can't afford an
organized training setup. I don't know what can
be done!"

"We're facing a similar situation," replies
the wholesaler. "I'd like to move some of my
men into supervisory jobs, but they're not
ready yet--and they're not getting ready. The
big hurdle is the lack of practical knowledge.
We don't have the staff to teach it. I haven't
figured out the answer either."

Similar conversations occur again and again
among small business owners all across the
country. Fortunately, there is a solution which
increasing numbers of businessmen are find-
ing: Distributive Education. DE canhelp mate-
rially because of the variety of its services.
It can provide--without fees, or at a fee so low
that virtually anyone can afford it--any or all
of the following kinds of assistance:

Instruction, both high school and adult
Individualized consultation
Specialized clinics or institute
Selection and dissemination of current dis-

tributive information

The following sections tell you how these
services work and how to go about obtaining
them in your community.

INSTRUCTION

Distributive education, a program offering
instruction in distribution, marketing and man..
agement, is conducted at the high school, post
high school and adult levels. In each case, the
enrollees are employed in a distributive oc-
cupation.

Distributive occupations are defined as those
followed by proprietors, managers, or em-
ployees engaged primarily in marketing or
merchandising goods or services. Such occupa-
tions may be found in various business es-
tablishments, including retailing, wholesaling,
manufacturing, storing, transporting, financ-
ing, and risk bearing.

Teacher-coordinators of the high school and
post high school programs are employedby the
local school authority. They are selected on the
basis oi their training and practicalexperience
in the field of dist ribution. As a result, many of
them have not only rich practical backgrounds
in retail or wholesale businesses, but also have
the confidence and friendship of the business
community.

Those who teach adults are normally skilled
specialists in a given business function or field
of distribution. Often, several instructors will
be teamed up to give a single adult course.
Each one covers a separate subject. In DE
courses for MANAGEMENTsuch as those
developed cooperatively with the Small Busi-
ness Administration (see below)--it is the
practice to bring in as many as ten to fifteen
experts. In fact, two or more instructors may
be used to present a single complex subject
like finance. The contrast in viewpoint and
approach can aid understanding.

The Cooperative Program
The unique feature of the high school and post

high school programreferred to as coopera-
tive part-time programsis to provide oppor-
tunity for students to receive training in a
specialized job which becomes the base for
career development.

The customary schedule includes classes in
the morning and work on the job in the after-
noon. This arrangement provides for study of
subjects directly related to employment for an
hour a day for two years, or Two hours a day
for one year. (The remainder of a typical
morning is devoted to other high school sub-
jects.) In the afternoon, the student checks in
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for actual work in a distributive firm. During
three hours or more each day, he works at his
job. His class work supplieshim with informa-
tion and techniques to do that job better.

For his on-the-job duties, the student is em-
ployed, say, in a retail store! The store pays
him the going wage paid to other employees of
the same training and experience. Each student
is put under a "training sponsor"--a regular
employee of the firmwho works with the
student and helps him to acquire the required
skills. Naturally, each student must comply
with existing employment conditions in the
store. Consequently, students are often em-
ployed under a "training memorandum." This
serves as a set of ground rules for the school,
the store, the student, the instructor, and the
training sponsor. In this way, each student is
assured fair treatment and an opportunity for
good grounding in the particular business.

The Adult Program
The more efficient you and your employees

are, the stronger and more efficient will be
your organization. In this connection, adult DE
training--often called "extension training" be-
cause it EXTENDS training beyond the high
school years--has two objectives: To improve
the effectiveness of people inthe field of distri-
bution (and hence distribution itself bytraining
the people who provide it), andto improve man-
agement knowledge and skills in distributive
concerns.

To accomplish these results, DE people seek
advice from businessmen and professional
people working with them. Courses are not set
up in a vacuum. They are organized with the
help of BUSINESSES. The needs are voiced in
various ways, of which the following are typical:

(I) Suggestions by an advisory committee of
merchants

(2) Requests by the managers of several
stores

(3) Proposals by an association or an em-
ployee group

(4) Requests by a private organization to
meet a new or unusual problem

(5) Proposals by another Governmentagency
(such as the Small Business Administration
with its cosponsored Administrative Manage-
ment Courses).

Many courses, once established, continue
year after year and become part of a com-
munity's regular service in adult education.

Two broad classes of subject matter are
made available through these DE courses:
(1) GENERAL, where the material applies to
virtually any sort of retailing, wholesaling, or
manufacturing concern; and (2) SPECIALIZED,
where the material is designed for particular
types of firms such as those in hardware re-
tailing or petroleum wholesaling. Here are a
few examples of general subjects; classified by
the levels of employment for which they are
Wended:
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Management Courses
Small Business Management
Executive Problem Solving
Executive Communic at ions
Practical Business Services
Credits and Collections

Supervisory Courses
Supervisory Training
Training Employees
Human Relations
Marketing

Employee Courses
Sales Techniques
Visual Merchandising
Record Keeping

The Small Business Administration cospon-
sors certain of the management-type courses
organized by Distributive Education super-
visors in local schools. The distinguishing
features of these cosponsored courses are that
they are: (1) short courses in ADMINISTRA-
TIVE MANAGEMENT; (2) designed specifically
for owners and managers of small businesses;
(3) intended to help the small business operator
improve his knowledge of business administra-
tion; and (4) keyed to promotea clearer under-
standing of management policy in organizing,
staffing, planning, directing, and controlling the
individual business enterprise.

The educational institutions which conduct
the courses assume educational and financial
responsibility. Typically, the classes meetone
evening a.week for a period of eight to ten weeks
with each session running from two to three
hours. There are, of course, some variations.
For example, several have met twice a week
over a shorter period. Others have been held
late in the afternoon, continuing through the
evening with a dinner session included.ln some
cases, meetings have been held for three con-
secutive days.

Most courses are open to all owners and
managers of small businesses. However, some
have been limited to retailers.Still others have
been limited to manufacturers desiring training
in the management of the distributivefunctions
of their concerns.

The specialized subjects, on the other hand,
are intended to serve a more specific purpose.
As a result, they ar e somewhat more restricted
in content and more detailed in application.
Some examples are:

Management Courses
Motel Management
Food Service Management
Traffic Management

Supervisory Courses
Training route salesmen
Sales Promotion
Hotel Supervisory Development Program

Employee Courses
Cashier Training (such as food store)
Product Information (such as home fur-

nishings)
Real Estate Selling
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NONCLASSROOM SERVICES OFFERED

DE's services don't stop at the classroom
door. Besides instruction, you can get three
other types of help which are well worth know-
ing about. They are tailored even more closely
to the interests of people in particular kinds of
businesses. Usually they are called consulta-
tions, clinics, and clearinghouse services.

Consultations
Face-to-face sessions with a specialist

enable you to discuss distributive problems.
DE people themselves--local, State, and Fed-
eraldo the consulting. Rarely f. a charge
made. Educational and professional groups use
this service along with the businessmen. Edi-
torial and technical advice can also be obtained
by associations or firms developing publica-
tions or educational programs.

Clinics
Special conferences or institutes enable

groups of businessmen to get together to
discuss common marketing problems. They are
conducted by DE people either as a part of, or
outside their regular duties. Many different
interests are covered. For example, one might
be a Statewide clinic dealing with problems of
sales personnel; another could be a regional
meeting for small-store owners; a third, per-
haps, an institute where compensation for
salesmen would be thoroughly explored.

Clearinghouse Services
These clearinghouse services collect, sort,

and supply useful ma rketing facts. DE personnel
attempt to make available helpful and pertinent
informatbn either through mailings or, more
often, by word of mouth. All DE organizations
can be of servic e, together with many cooper a--
ing National associations and business firms.

TEAMWORK WITH BUSINESS

The instruction in DE courses is designed to
have direct, practical application to small
businesses. Although based on sound theories,
classroom methods are vocational in charac-
ter. Little time is spent in teaching theory.
There is no "ivory-towcr" element in the ap-
proach to distributive education courses. In
fact, teamwork with business is valued and
sought. Because of such teamworY, both man-
agers and employees can look to Distributive
Education for training geared to meet a local
situation.

State and local school systems have general
responsibility for organizing classes, selecting
teachers, financing the program, and supervis-
ing the work. Control is also vested in them.

No tuition, as such, is charged. The only
cost may be a fee, sometimes required to cover
incidental expenses such as supplies or equip-
ment rental. This seldom runs as high as ten
dollars for the entire course.

Businessmen and associated groups have
leading roles to play in the DE program, too.
Their responeibilities are usually met by giving
advice and assistance to the school authorities.
The channel for exchanging ideas can be a well-
organized advisory committee, a less formal
steering committee, or simply a friendly con-
ference among the individuals or groups con-
cerned. Some States issue booklets describing
the makeup and functioning of advisory commit-
tees in a typical, well-developed Distributive
Education program. The goal of these joint
efforts is to keep the instruction PRACTICAL,
and to establish relaxed, cooperative working
relations with business. Here are some of the
major ways in which participants can help the
local DE people in making the instruction
practical and effective:

(1) Publicizing Distributive Education as an
effective business training service.

(2) Pointing out subjects or localities in
which instruction is needed.

(3) Suggesting the names of competent in-
structors.

(4) Encouraging enrollment in DE classes.
(5) Advising schools on relating DE in-

struction to instruction given by business and
other private training groups.

(6) Helping high-school trainees to find
satisfactory jobs in which to train, jobs which
may lead to careers.

(.) Reporting the results of DE courses.

GETTING SERVICE IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Since DE is under State and local control,
there are two approaches which you may fol-
low in finding out what is being done, or what
could be done n your community, to provide
instruction of direct value to you:

Inquire about DE service from your local
superintendent of public schools; ask for a
conference with the director of vocational
education, or the, supervisor or teacher-co-
ordinator of Distributive Educaticn.

If DE service is not offered locally, write to
the official in charge of Distributive Education
for your State. Names and addresses of these
people are listed at the end of this Aid.

LOCAL-STATE-FEDERAL COOPERATION

The Distributive Education program oper-
ates under a local-State-Federal cooperative
relationship which restricts the use of funds
exclusively to the purposes stated in the Na-
tional vocational education acts. Here are some
of the more interesting provisions of those acts
as related to the program:

(1) Instructors must have had both training
and practical experience in the subjects they
teach.

(2) Students must be 16 years of age or over
and be able to profit on the job by the instruction.
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(3) The State and local communityeither or
both- -must provide the instruction; they may be
reimbursed later from Federal andState funds
for part of the cost.

HOW THE DE PROGRAM IS ORGANIZED

To round out your picture of the DE program,
it may be helpful to take a brieflook at its ad-
ministrative organization. Final responsibility
for the program in a State rests with the State
Board for Vocational Education. State boards
administer the program under agreement with
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the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, through the U. S. Office of Education
which, imaddition to DE, also administers vo-
cational services in the fields of trades and
industry, agriculture, and home economics.

In this manner, Distributive Education is a
Federally sponsored service which is an inte-
gral part of the public school system. As such,
it is a source of training which can be relied
upon for service year after year. Its experi-
ence in training can be of practical, low-cost
assistance to small business owners and
operators.
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Help From Outside

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Management Aids iT;i'OSmaiihra.utiackava
Washington 25, D. C. October 1959

SELECTING A LAWYER FOR YOUR BUSINESS
By Theodore Voorhees, partner in the firm of Barnes, Dechert, Price, Myers and Rhoads, Philadelphia, Pa.

SUMMARY

Every business needs legal advice from
time to time. There are, after all,many fields
of business activities in which the services
of lawyers may prove essential. Reliance on
the assistance of persons lacking legal train-
ing may prove costly in the long run.

Because a lawyer or law firm can be a
tremendous asset to any organization, the
selection of counsel should be made with
great care: Coun el should only be engaged
after a thorough, i lelligent appraisal of his
capability and potential value to your concern.
You should try to find the lawyer or law firm
best equipped to render service to the partic-
ular needs of your business.

This Aid discusses several criteria for the
selection of counsel and certain steps to be
taken in securing legal representation. It
points out that you have a choice between
general practitioners and law firms, the latter
usually containing specialists in various
fields of law.

Legal services cost money, of course, but
preventive legal advice is inexpensive when
compared to the cost of law suits which may
result from the failure to seek out competent
legal advice.

THE NEED FOR LEGAL REPRESENTATION
Hiring a lawyer is an important task. This arti-

cle will give you some suggestions cf. how to go
about it. But a word of warning is in order. Some
of the steps advocated here may not be appropriate
for you. The reason for that qualification is this:
Certain aspects of the preliminary investigation of
a law firm and its members simply are not feasible
for most very small business owners. In some
situations, lawyers may refuse to tell a business-
man all he wants to know. Some law firms, more-
over, may not want to handle the kind of case pro-
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posed at all. Still, you can ask various questions
and expect to get answers on them including the
fees charged by the lawyer or law firm you intend
to hire.

Before you undertake to retain a lawyer or a law
firm to handle your company's legal affairs, you
should have in mind the various fields of business
activities in which the services of a lawyer would
prove helpful. Six rather general areas should be
explored.

First, if your business is incorporated, you may
need advice regarding directors and stockholders
meetings, dividends, rights of stockholders, and the
like.

Secondly, relationships with employees may
require legal services in labor negotiations, pro-
ceedings before the National Labor Relations Board
and boards of arbitration, and all other matters in-
volving industrial relations.

Thirdly, problems may arise witiria the trade
wherein you may need advice with respect to anti-
trust violations by your company's suppliers or
Robinson-Patman Act questions in connection with
sales to the customers of your concern. This high-
ly technical and little understood field of Govern-
ment regulation becomes more important from year
to year.

Fourthly, the company may encounter difficul-
ties in its relations with the public, of which the
most common are collection claims and claims for
personal injury, property damage and product liabil-
ity. Somewhat less frequent are claims for libel,
slander, defamation, false arrest and malicious
prosecution.

Fifth, the legal problems of taxation, Federal,
State and local, are faced almost daily by all busi-
ness concerns.

Finally, there are other highly specialized
fields of legal advice such as those of patent, copy-
right and trade mark, Security and Exchange Com-
mission financing and practice before governmaltal
agencies such as the Federal Power Commissio4
and the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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LEGAL ADVICE FROM OTHERS THAN LAWYERS
Many people will tell you that there is no need

for a lawyer's advice in connection with any or all
of the foregoing. This is a dangerous fallacy.

Ask Lawyers About the Law. It is against the
law for any person who lacks legal education and
training to engage in the practice of law. However,
an astonishing number of seemingly intelligent
people act on the advice of non-legally trained indi-
viduals on matters involving questions of law. The
unlawful practitioner, no matter how honest and well-
intentioned he may be, is apt to cause serious grief.
He is not trained to perceive legal problems, and
he cannot be aware of all the legal implications of
his words. Preventive legal advice is inexpensive.
But the cost of litigation, which would have been
unnecessary had that advice been obtained earlier,
can be very high.

THE CHOICE OF A LAWYER OR A LAW FIRM
Most business concerns in search of legal

representation will find that three choiccs are open
to them:

First is the general practitioner who maintains
a law office by himself, or with one or two younger
associates. Second is the small firm having sev-
eral lawyers practicing together. Third is the
larger law firm, which may have from around a dozen
lawyers to as many as 100 in a few instances.

Making a Basic Choice. As %timing that your
company is looking for high quality, the first basic
question which you will face, therefore, is whether
you wish to be represented by a general practitioner
capable of advising you on all legal problems and
giving you representation in court, or whether you
would be better off with a firm of lawyers who may
have more specialized training and services to offer.

It should be said at the outset that all lawyers
today, as part of their legal education, receive
training in all the major branches of the law. That
training, in the case of many who practice by them-
selves or with one or two younger associates, may
be supplemented by broad experience in the course
of years of practice. A lawyer who is a general
practitioner is qualified to provide advice in connec-
tion with a great variety of legal questions.

Legal Specialists. The law, however, has be-
come extremely complex, and many lawyers have
ceased to engage in a general practice and are de-
voting their entire efforts to one or more narrow
fields in which they become specialists. Large and
small firms of attorneys have tended to include
groups of experts who supplement each other's
special skills. Thus, a typkal small law office
with six or eight attorneys may have one lawyer
specializing in general corporate managanent,
another in labor matters, a third in courtroom work,
and a fourth in taxation problems. If the office is
a little larger, it may have specialists on antitrust
problems, personal injury cases, unfair competition,
product liability, and administrative agency practice,
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as well.
A Word About Costs. You will want to know,

of course, whether your legal costs will bc higher
if you hire a law firm than they would be if you
hired a lawyer practicing by himself. Unfortunately,
no generalization can safely be made. There are
both firms and individual lawyers whose charges
are low. There are also those whose charges are
comparatively high. It may be said, however, that
in the casc of the top-notch lawyer or law firm,
charges for legal services reflect the opinion of
counsel and client as to what those services are
worth. As,in the case of the seller of any com-
modity, a lawyer will not long be successful :.n
obtaining clients if his charges are out of line with
respect to his legal talents. The cost of legal
services should not be the chief element in the
choice of legal counsel. Good advice will save
you money, and you will find that most lawyers will
adjust their fees if there is dissatisfaction on the
part of the client.

Of course, the selection of counsel may be
narrowed down by conditions in a given locality.
For example, in the smaller town or city your
choice of counsel may be solely between the gen-
eral practitioners and perhaps a few small firms.
In such case, you may decide to rely upon a local
lawyer for your routine legal questions and seek
out the advice of specialists in a neighboring
town or city if and when the need for more special-
ized service should arise.

Most business concerns will find that thcy have
a broader choice of attorneys to represent them,
and a few pointers may be given as to the differences
between thc three types of practitioners.

THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER
The choice of an independent, general practi-

tioner, who is wholly on his own or has one or two
associates to assist him, has the great advantage
of providing you with a lawyer who at all times
will be familiar with your company's principal
affairs. You will deal with one man only, and
there will bc no division of responsibility. Also,
you will be able to appraise his potentialities
quickly for he is likely to be well known in the
community. The possibility of conflicting interests
is probably remote, for you are dealing with only
one man and his existing legal relationships.

Many business concerns, large as well as small,
are satisfied to place all their legal affairs in the
hands of a single attorney. But in particular
cases, the general practitioner may be on an un-
equal footing when he has to oppose a legal spe-
cialist.

When the general practitioner is on vacation, or
becomes ill, or is compelled to expend substantial
time on the affairs of his other clients, you may
be temporarily without the protection of legal ad-
vice. His death may cause grave hardship, since
there may be no one else to cany on his work.
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THE SMALL FIRM
The law firm with several lawyers practicing

together, has the advantage of enabling you to
maintain close personal relations with your counsel
since the number of attorneys with whom you will
deal is relatively small. Such a firm may provide
specialists in the key areas of your interest. In
many of them you will find specialists in trial
work, taxation, corporation law, and perhaps sever-
al others. The retention of such a firm, however,
presents this feature, when compared to the lone
practitioner: It involves at least some division of
responsibility. As compared with the large office,
it is, of course, generally not in a position to give
the range of specialization which the latter has to
offer. However, you may find that it is equipped
to take carc of your basic needs for legal service.

THE LARGE FIRM
The large law office's chief advantage may be

ascribed to its quality of depth. It does not merely
have specialists in a large number of fields, but
has men of di fferent ages and experience in each
area whose services may be adapted to the varying
needs of the client. Of course, conditions in a
large firm can tend to dilute the personal relation-
ships betiveen the officials of your company and
its counsel. And there may be, unless carefully
watched, a division of primary responsibility, too.

Obviously, just as a small law firm has a broad-
er clientele than a single practitioner, a larger
firm is apt to have considerably more clients than
a smaller one. The greater breadth of its contact
and experience may constitute an advantage to
you. Whether you deal with a general practitioner
or a law firm you may find that lawyers, in addi-
tion to their purely legal activities, may become
important intermediaries in transactions of a
strictly business nature.

LEGAL QUALIFICATIONS
Before discussing the actual process of the

creation of a lawyer-client relationship, mention
should be made of several other criteria for selec-
tion, which should assist you in making your
choice.

The Counsel You Want. Essentially, of
course, you are looking for proven legal ability and
experience. It should not be difficult for you to find
out whether your candidate has these primary quali-
ties; and you should seek a man who will furnish
prompt and efficient service, will speak plain
language and charge fair fees.

He should have true stature in your community
and before the courts. If that stature is present,
it will surely mean that there exist with it the
highest standards of legal ethics. !f you should
retain counsel who did not have such high standards,
you would be likely to find that the reputation of
your company might well suffer in the eyes of your
community.

One further guidepost should be mentioned if
you are considering the employment of a law firm.
You would be wise to.look for balance between
youth and age in the firm. There is nothing which
strengthens and improves a law firm more than a
program, steadfastly adhered to, of infusing new
and youthful blood.

PRELIMINARY INQUIRY
Before you establish a client-attorney relation-

ship, it goes without saying that you will want to
make a careful inquiry about the lawyer or firm of
your choice. You should not take on the first man
whose name is mentioned, or employ a man merely
because he is the friend of someone you know.

Where to Seek Advice. There are a number of
people whose advice can be of value. Perhaps your
first questions should be directed to your banker,
public accountant or auditor, all of whom have many
dealings with lawyers and are familiar with your
business and your needs. Do not hesitate to in-
quire at the courthouse about the status of your
prospect. You should, of course, talk to business
friends whose discretion is to be trusted, and if
there are any lawyers who are disqualified from
being your counsel because of conflicting interests
you might even want to seek their advice.

PERSONAL INTERVIEW
When you are satisfied that you have learned

enough about the general practitioners or law firms
of your community, telephone the man of your
choice or the head of the firm you have chosen, and
ask him if you may call upon him at his office.
(The impression which the law office itself may
make upon you may well be an important factor
in the making of your selection.)

Questions to Ask. If you get an interview with
a member of a law firm, don't hesitate to ask him
about the age, education, legal qualifications and
expert ence of those practicing in his office who
might handle the work of your company. You ought
to tell him a little about your business set-up, and
he should explain what specialists his office has
who might prove of service to you. You are en-
titled to know who the principal clients of the law
office are (so as to make sure that it represents no
one whose interests conflict with yours), how
broad is the firm's practice and how wide its ex-
perience. You will want to know how well the office
is equipped, time wise, to represent you. Time is
the lawyer's most important stock in trade. If he
or his office is,not busy, you should be cautious
and get more information about him from other
sources. If he is very busy, you will want to make
certain that your problems will not find themselves
on the rear burners of any legal stove.

Hiring a Low Firm. If you intend to hire a
law firm, there are two key questions that you
should ask at your initial interview. First, how is
the work allocated as between partners and asso-
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ciates, and between the younger and older men?
This is of vital concern to you because you will
pay a good deal more for the services of senior
partners than for those of junior partners, and more
for the latter than for the work of the junior asso-
ciates.

Second, you are entitled to know from the be-
ginning how the law firm handles the question of
fees. Most well-managed law offices follow sound
principles of cost accounting and base fees upon
the amount of time devoted to the particular work.
You are entitled to know what sort of time records
they keep (and whether they will show them to you
when you are led). They may not be willing to
have you pin them down on precise hourly rates
charged by senior partners of the firm, but they may
be willing to give you the range of rates charged
for the work of younger partners and associates.

Such a discussion is a delicate one. But both
you and the law firm will remain on more comfort-
able terms if this matter is placed on a business-
like basis from the very beginning.

THE DIVISION OF YOUR WORK
As it becomes evident that you are seriously

considering retaining the lawyer whom you have
sought out, he (if he is a member of a firm) should
want you to meet other lawyers in his office. Of
course, if he is a member of a large firm he may
pick out only a few of his key partners, but they
should be the members of his staff most likely to
do the work of your company. Do not shy away
from the suggestion that a number of different men
may handle various aspects of your work. On the
contrary, if you are going to retain a law firm, you
should make the most of theopportunity to get the
specialized knowledge of the lawyers in it.

Building Teamwork. Obviously, if you do
employ a firm the relationship between your execu-
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tives and the various lawyers in that firm who
may handle your work cannot be fully developed at
the time of your first contact with the law office.
That will be worked out over a period of time.
You will be wise to ask the law firm to designate
one man who will have the general responsibility
for the legal work performed for your company and
who will be, in effect, your contact man. There
would normally be no reason why the senior part-
ner of the firm either should or should not be that
man, but in the beginning some businessmen feel
more comfortable relying upon him.

Who Should Do Your Legal Work? The law
firm itself is generally best able to judge how your
work should be allocated. However, it is your
organization that has to be satisfied, and you are
entitled to be heard on the subject. After you have
had some experience with the firm, you should
rapidly lose any feeling that all of your work should
be taken to the senior partner level. You will
probably want to rely on a senior partner for advice
on questions of major importance. He may be the
man who should appear for you in court. He should
be your legal spokesman. But the bulk of your legal
work can certainly be performed at lower levels.

REPRESENTATION ON A FINAL BASIS
If you are satisfied with the results of your ini-

tial discussion, you may suggest that your selected
counsel undertake to do some legal work for you on
an introductory or trial basis. He should not be
offended by the suggestion and may, in fact, wel-
come it. He may know less about you than 1011 do
about him, and he may have some reservations
about undertaking to represent you on a permanent
or full-fledged basis. Obviously, if you are not al-
together pleased with the results, you should start
to review other possibilities before becoming too
heavily involved with your first choice.
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HOW BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS HELP SMALL BUSINESS
By F. A. Phair, Past President, Society of Business Magazine Editors;

and Past President, New York Business Paper Editors

SUMMARY

Business publications make available a
wide range of technical and management infor-
mation which can be valuable to small busi-
ness owners and operators. This material in-
cludes research data, legislative analyses,
trade news, facts on personalities and trends,
and statistical reports. There are three main
types of business publications: Industrial for
the manufacturing field; merchandising for the
retail, wholesale, and service fields; and pro-
fessional, for such groups as doctors and
architects. These publications, as a rule,
make little effort to entertain readers; they
seek instead to instruct, to interpret facts, and
to guide. Consistent reading, therefcce, yields
the best results. In many cases, the head of a
business will look over all issues first, mark
certain items, and then send them on to mem-
bers of his staff. Marketing studies of various
types are made by business publications; re-
sults are summarized and published. Reprints
and indexes of articles are supplied. Valuable
unpublished data is collected and kept on file.
Legislative developments are evaluated. In
addition, the business press has sought over
the years to be a positive force in improving
industry and trade conditions.

Today, in the United States alone, there are
some 2,030 business publications, with a combined
circulation of 37,984,880 copies. Not all those
publications, of course, carry on each of the activ-
ities discussed in this Aid. Broadly speaking,
about 400 offer a substantially complete range of
services. Basically, these publications are de-
voted exclusively to one industry, one material,
or to a certain type of business or profession. Cir-
culation is usually, but not always, restricted to
people actually engaged in the business served.

TYPES OF PUBLICATIONS
Business papers normally fall into three main

categories - industrial, merchandising, and pro-
fessional. In general, "industrial" types deal
with activities involved in manufacturing. Included
in this category are the journals that cover mining,
refining, chemical processing, and the like. Another
aspect of manufacturing that would fall into this
group is a particular management responsibility,
such as purchasing or maintenance. While there
are many other subdivisions, all are designed to
meet the interests of some phase of manufacturing.

In the second type of business publications, are
the "merchandising" group, directed to men con-
cerned with various aspects of selling goods - -
usually consumer goods. Examples of this type
would be the journals that go to retailers of jew-
elry, shoes, hardware, variety items, groceries,
and so on. Nearly every phase of a merchandising
activity is embraced by the editorial content of
this type of publication. Typical subjects are the
supervision of store clerks; store layout; book-
keeping; advertising, and promotion. Thr.se publi-
cations are often very active in telling about new
products introduced on the market and available
for sale through aziven type of retail outlet.

In the third basic group are the "professional"
publications directing their editorial content to the
interests of such professional people as doctors,
consulting engineers, design engineers, registered
nurses, and architects.

Within these three broad limits are pyblicitions
devoted to the interests of.practically every type
of busineuman in the United States.

Some publications, of course, overlap two cate-
gories. Others do not fit exactly into any one
group, but are usually assigned arbitarily to the
group that reflects most accurately their particular
approach.

TYPICAL CONTENTS AND STAFF
A business publication will commonly consist
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of a feature-article section, a news section, per-
haps a market section, some pages describing new
products, and possibly a section containing news
and market reports from key cities. Some publi-
cations come out every week, some every two weeks,
and some monthly - - depending upon the require-
ments of the line they deal with.

Many make it a regular practice to publish sta-
tiatics on past prices, production, marketing trends,
and so on, either in regular issues or in a special
number issued periodically. You will find that
these numbers can be especially valuable for refer-
ence.

Sometimes a large staff of editors, reporters,
artists and others will be used to put out each is-
sue of a big publication. In addition to a head-
quarters staff, they may have full-time editors or
correspondents in key cities both in this country
and alxoad. Such editorial staffs gather and screen
a tremendous quantity of material to sift out the in-
formation that will be most interesting and helpful
to their readers.

The outstanding difference between a general,
or consumer magazine and a businesspaper is that
the business publication makes little effort to enter-
tain readers. Rather, it endeavors to instruct, to
interpret facts, and to guide you to more successful
business operations.

GETTING THE VALUE
FROM BUSINESS MAGAZINES

An appropriate description of the business jour-
nal is: "A continuing textbook." You get the
greatest value if you follow a program of consistent
and orderly reading. Make an tffort to allot time
for reading each issue, as you get it. Or you may
prefer to have copies mailed to your home so that
you can read them carefully on your own time. One
common practice you might follow is to read an is-
sue and mark items of particular interest for the
attention of others on your staff. This will help
assure that no one will miss information that is of
value in his work.

In addition to the copy delivered to your home,
other copies could be directed to certain key of-
ficials at the plant to enable them to get informa-
tion more promptly. A file of back numbers also
should be kept for reference. This is especially
important where past marketing or production
figures are involved.

Another effective technique is to attach a rout-
ing slip to the cover of an issue to show the names
of people who should see it. After each one has
done so he initials the slip and passes it along to
the individual next on the list. In that way every

key person has a chance to read each issue.

RESEARCH INFORMATION
As an added service to readers and advertisers,

business publications are continually carrying on
research on a variety of subjects. These projects
seek to learn more about the way industry functions,
what its problems are, and what are its needs. Re-
sults of these studies are usually available to read-
ers.

These investigations cover, for example, the
types and quantities of material used in an industry,
the location and size of plants, the number of
people employed, income levels, buying influences,
production rates, business conditions, and types of
equipment used.

The findings generally supplement information
that is available in statistics compiled by the U. S.
Department of Commerce and other Governmental
agencies. The typical distinction is that business-
papers are usually interested in more individualized
and detailed data than is ordinarily feasible for
Government reports.

In some cases, special research for a particular
company will be conducted by a publication. This
is an important service and, when available, can be
very useful to a small business manager. It can
supply market information that might otherwise be
impossible for you to obtain.

Like most small business owners, you may not
have facilities or money to undertake extensive re-
search programs. And knowing this fact, editors of
business publications make special efforts to pub-
lish reports on the activities and findings of larger
firms which do have research departments. Very
often these reports contain information that you can
apply effectively in a smaller plant as well. This
is especially true in the engineering, design, and
production fields.

Also, research reports on market developments
can be of continuing help in determining the com-
petitive trends to which you must react in your own
field. Consequently, most business editor's make
constant efforts to supply the kind of information
that will enable you to anticipate trends.

SOME USEFUL SPECIAL SERVICES
Business publications often provide reprints of

outstanding articles either free a at a small charge.
Sometimes, if separate reprints are not available,
a paper will, upon request, send you extra "tear
sheets" (pages torn from a complete issue) of a
particular article or item in which you are interested
and want to have for other members of your staff. Do
not hesitate to write to an editor when you would
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like an extra copy of one of his publication's fea-
tures.

Many publications issue an annual or semiannual
index of articles they have printed. These indexes
provide a simple way of locating material for later
referenc... They can be especially helpful when you
use them in connection with a file of back copies.

Another significant service of many business-
papers is reporting on the activities of outstanding
personalities in the industry. Accounts of person-
nel shifts, promotions, awards and so on, can keep
you posted on significant changes. Such informa-
tion can be valuable in maintaining accurate records
on your customers and on developments that may
take place in the management of competing firms.

Apart from the material that actually appears in
print, there is also a great deal of supplementary
data collected by the editors but not of sufficient
general interest to warrant publication. This is
particularly true of information on production, and
design trends. For that reason, if you have a par-
ticular problem that has not been covered by the
published material, do not hesitate to write to the
editor outlining the situation and asking if he can
supply you with additional information or sugges-
tions.

Here is an example of how you might use this
service: Assume you are thinking of developing a
new product to put on the market, but do net know
the buying potential of that market. By writing to
the editor of the publication covering your prospec-
tive field of operation you often can obtain detail-
ed information on the market that can be used in
estimating its potential. If the product you are
developing is in a confidential stage, do not hesi-
tate to so advise the editor. He will treat it ac-
cordingly. Editors, as a matter of ethics, respect
the confidence of their readers.

Most publications maintain a comprehensive
file of Government reports concerning their indus-
tries. You may, kr instance, not be certain about
exactly the type of statistics that are available
from various Government bureaus. An inquiry ad-
dressed to the publication in your field will usually
bring you a prompt explanation of what types of
data are compiled and where you can get them.

Here is another example: Suppose that you are
planning to change the design of your product to
substitute one material for another. You might
well want to know the history of changes in the
price of the new material to guide you in setting
your own prices. Such information can be quickly
obtained by writing to a business publication.

There is yet a further way in which you can use
businesspapers. If you introduce a new product or

a new material or a new design, send a description
and, if possible, a photograph to the business pub-
lications which cover that field. If the editors feel
that the new item is of general trade interest, they
will publish a description of it. This, of course, is
good public relations and can be valuable in de-
veloping business.

Most publications contain a classified advertise-
ment section which you can use in locatingnew help,
in getting in touch with new salesmen or manufac-
turers' representatives, and in disposing of or lo-
cating unusual machinery or material. Some publi-
cations also provide a direct mailing service to key
personnel in an industry. This service may be used,
at a relatively small fee, by advertisers and readers
for sending to key people material that is not suit-
able for use as an advertisement.

ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS
A further service that can be highly significant

to small business owners is the interpreting of
legislative developments at the State or regional
level, and in Washington.

Many publications have regular columns which
report and evaluate legislative developments as
they afkct the particular interests of the magazine's
readers. These comments are usually written by
specialized editors who have their headquarters in
Washington or other legislative centers. Reports
are prepared independently and exclusively for the
particular publication. You may find these analyses
an important time-saver in keeping abreast of leg-
islative developments that may affect your busi-
ness.

In addition to the published information which
they prepare, business editors are ready to help
you in locating specialized information that may
exist in various Congressional reports and hearings.
And if you plan to make a personal visit to Wash-
ington on business, editors are usually willing to
advise you as to how to proceed and whom to see.

IMPROVING INDUSTRY AND TRADE CONDITIONS
Businesspapers have a continuing interest in

the welfare of the industry, trade, or profession
which they serve. This interest, together with an
ability to see problems in a more objective light
than the average reader, puts them in a position
where they can, and frequently do, exert consider-
able influence on trade practices and conditions.

In this way, they often take the lead in efforts
to improve conditions in an industry. Sometimes
their efforts are towards ending practices that are
detrimental to fair competition. In other instances,
they encourage the use of mote efficient techniques.
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In still other cases, they Beek improved conditions
for health and safety. Over the yearn, the business
press has played an important tole in encouraging
and assisting industry, trade, and the professions
to a better operating climate both internally and
externally, and to better management.

FINDING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
If you are operating a business, or planning to

enter some field of business activity, you can quick-

ly obtain information about the publications serving
that field by addressing an inquiry to any of the
following organizations:

Society of Business Magazine Editors, 1015
National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.

Associated Business Publications, 205 East
42nd Street, New York 17, New York.
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National Business Publications, 1413 K Street,
N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

In addition, you may find it helpful to consult
either or both of the following publications:

Stondard Rate and Data Service (Business Pub-
lications) published by Standard Rate and Data
Service, Inc., 1740 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.
Subscriptions to the service of wMch this is a part
are $27.50 per year.

Market Data and Directory Number of Industrial
Marketing, published by Advertising Publications,
Inc., 200 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. Issued in
June of each year, $1.50 per copy.

These publications may be consulted in the
reference section of many public and business
libraries.
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HOW TRADE ASSOCIATIONS HELP SMALL BUSINESS

By Reuel W. Elton, Formerly Executive Vice President,
American Society of Association Executives

Trade associations have practical, dollars-and-
cents services to offer businesses of all sizes, but
primarily they are advisors to small concerns. As the
American Bar Association's Committee on Trade Asso-
ciations once reported: ". .. those who benefit the
most from trade association activities are the smaller

. members of the industry. The trade association is
their shield against those forces tending to greater in-
tegration and monopolization in their industry."

The reasons for this conclusion are these: On the
one hand, really big business is usually capable of
caring for Its own staff needs. It nearly always can
provide its own promotion departments, legislative re.
search, sales research, public and labor relationn,
technical specialists, and so on. On the other hand,
small manufacturers ordinarily cannot afford, all by
themselves, to pay for all the information and services
they need to stay successful in the highly competitive
business world of today.

The small businessman actually cannot afford to do
without services and information. How then, can he ob-
tain these servicesat a reasocable glee? One answer
is through a membership in a trade association. Through
an association, small businessmen can cooperate with
others of their industry to secure the necessary infor-
mation and services without burdensome cost.

TYPES OF SERVICES

All right, you say, if trade associations help small
business, what are some of the things they actually do?
Basically they render many kinds of practical services.
Recently, a survey was conducted among top execu-
tives in trade associations dealing extensively with
the problems of small business. These executives
were asked to list, in order of their importance, the
significant services their groups performed for small
companies. Here are some of the things they considered
most important:

(I) Promoting better accounting and record-keeping
methods.

(2) Sponsoring industry-wide meetings and develop-
ing leadership within the industry.

(3) Operating a liaison service between Federal
agencies, the Congress, the industry, and its individ-

ual 'members. Some trade associations also provide
liaison service for their members with State and local
governments.

(4) Providing publicity and public relations programs
for the industry.

(5) Fostering industry-wide technical research.
(6) Maintaining a labor relations service within the

industry designed to prevent work stoppages and pro-
mote industrial harmony.

(7) Issuing special information bulletins to their
members. These bulletins report on current affairs af-
fecting the industry, on Government ceders and legis-
lation, and other, similar matters.

(8) Gathering statistics for the industry.
(9) Publishing specialized data concerning their

industries. Many of these relate to such activities as
promoting sales, educating the public to possible uses
of the industry's products, or attracting qualified indi-
viduals into employment within the industry.

(10) Offering training courses to employees of
member companies.

(11) Supplying other services to the industry such
as credit reporting services, savings on the purchase
of insurance, and varied economic studies.

(12) Furnishing the industry with specialized tech-
nical advice that few small members, individually,
would be able to afford.

Although those are only some of the services that
trade associations provide, they clearly cover a lot of
ground. Therefore, to permit a clear understanding of
what is offered, here is a brief consideration of a few
of these activities and their hnpact upon business,
particularly small concerns.

A CLEARING ROUSE FOR INFORMATION

One of the primary functions of a trade association
is to keep its members abreast of events and conditions
which may affect them. Thus, the association acts as
a clearing house for information passing between mem-
bers of the industry, between the industry and Govern-
ment, and between the industry and the general public.
This exchange of knowledge may take many forms.

For example, some industries have associations
which promote extensive research projects aimed at
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increasing fundamental knowledge about technical
processes. One of the associations maintains a model
operating plant as a guide to its members. From it,
cost-cutting ideas and new operations are learned and
passed around fel all to share. Along the same line,
other associations have various technical committees,
organized to keep specifications and product standards
at a uniformly high level.

Still other associations take the lead in sales pro-
motion within the industry. Dissemination of sales
ideas, preparation of sales material, and training of
members' sales personnel are examples of the work
they do to keep business within their industries
healthy and brisk.

Training courses for numerous types of personnel
are often spcnsored by trade associations. Usually,
they are in a better position to undertake such activi-
ties than are individual member companies. One group,
for instance, sponsored a notably successful campaign
to improve the standard of courtesy which the em-
ployees of its members showed to customers.

Surveys are also an important facet of the function
as a clearing house for information. Economic analyses,
and studies of such factors as wages, salaries, sales,
and labor conditions, are fairly standard undertakings.

In acting as an information center, most trade as-
sociations issue some kind of regular report to their
members: a newsletter, a bulletin, or a magazine.
Quite often the larger associations offer a combination
of one or more of these, But the newsletter or news
bulletin is the most common.

Generally, the association report contains a wide
variety of information of practical value. A typical
case in point is a weekly news bulletin issued by an
association of copper and brass warehousemen. It con-
tains news about Government agencies, Congressional
actions, and other business items of interest to the in-
dustry. It also lists prolucts which certain members
find in short supply while other members find them
slow-moving and burdensome in their inventories. Often
an item in great demand in one section of the country
will find little current call in another and vice versa.
Many mutually beneficial transactions have been made
through the medium of the association newsletter.
Members frequently report that profits on these transac-
tions have paid their dues for a year or more. Other as-
sociations can tell the same kind of story.

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS AS INTERPRETERS

The trade associations ate characteristically
"organizations in the middle." One of their primary
roles is that of interpreter. For example, they stand
between Government and business, interpreting Govern-
ment actions and attitudes to business, and vice versa.
Some of the ways in which they interpret business to
Government are through testifying at Congressional
hearings on matters affecting the industry, appearing
in proceedings before Government agencies and regale-
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tory bodies on affairs of concern to the industry, and
contributing to precedent-making cases before the
courts.

Similarly, trade associations interpret Government
to business by informing business of the attitudes and
problems of various Government bodies, and by making
available to members information which the Govern-
ment is anxious to get into the hands of businessmen.

Trade association executives often cooperate with
the Government by serving voluntarily without pay on
various Government advisory boards. The Advisory
Committee on Federal Reports is a good example of
Government-association-industry cooperation.

Trade association executives also consult with
Federal officials on forms proposed for issue by the
Government. By carefully reviewing such forms, and
making suggestions for improving them, the group
saves the Government and association members large
sums of money in terms of time and effort.

In addition, trade associations, as statistics-col-
lectors for their industries, make freely available to
Government bodies numerous facts which it would
otherwise cost millions of tax dollars to collect. It
takes millions of facts to run a government. They are
needed to guide legislators in making sound laws, and
to help administrators in operating under them.

Trade associations help both business and Govern-
ment by making available to the Government special-
ized facts about their industries to which only they
have acceas.

In much the same way, trade associations are
middlemen in public relations matters between their
members and the man in the street, They interpret the
industry to the public and the public to the industry.

DIRECT SERVICES TO MEMBERS

The primary approach of trade associations is
industry-wide. Typically, they take a broader view on
problems and trends facing the industry than do any
member companies, as individual concerns. Associa-
tions try to consider the public interest; and the, in-
dustry interest, as well as the interest of their par-
ticular companies in making decisions.

Most of the direct trade association services
arise out of a special need or problem in the particular
business concerned. And most of the requests for in-
dividual service come from small businessmen. These
direct services to members cover a wide range of
problems. They constitute, for many business man-
agers, the ;Most compelling reason for belonging to
the association. Here are some recent, actual ex-
amples.

One member of an associvtion of companies manu-
facturing conveyors found that, by following a sug-
gestion in the association bulletin concerning the
use of a Government form, he was able to save four
times the cost of his yearly dues.

Another company executive, spurred by a question
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put to him by his association ended up by rearranging
his entire production systemwith considerable saving.

After the end of World War H, one trade association
conducted a "Asap" program which resulted in a num-
ber of trades within the industry, bringing needed ma-
terial to some member companies and moving "dead"
inventory from others.

Another association "went to bat" for a member
who faced a heavy lawsuit for the death of an individ-
ual whose heirs claimed the member was negligent.
Research data rind other material furnished by the as-
sociation completely exonerated the company. That
association also furnishes laboratory services to mem-
bers for analyzing damage claims submitted, 2nd often
saves them more than the cost of membership by help-
ing them avoid paying false claims for damages for
which they are not responsible.

ASSOCIATIONGOVERNMENT COOPERATION

Another point worth considering is the importance
to individual small businesses of having a trade as-
sociation cooperating with various agencies of the
Government. To illustrate, here is an incident which
occurred in the porcelain-enameling industry. With the
outbreak of World War II, the industry was put in jeop-
ardy because of materials shortages. The trade asso-
ciation, having already considered this possibility,
hod surveyed Government requirements and was able
to call attention to the availability of porcelain-
enameling furnaces for heat treatingone of the indus-
trial bottle-necks which the Government was anxious
to break.

Through the association's activities, conferences
were held between procurement officers, contractors,
and industry representatives. The result was that
many member firms were able to go into defense work
immediately. The association also helped the Govern-
ment place contracts for bombs, electronic equipment,
and many other products among its membersnone of
whom had previously done that kind of work.

Many of the industrial achievements of World War
II were helped toward accomplishment by trade asso-
ciations. A typical example of this was the liaison
service set up shortly after the start of the Korean
conflict by an association of radio and television
manufacturers. This program, of particular benefit to
small members of the industry, brourfit small manu-
facturers into contact both with holders of prime con-
tracts and with procurement officers for purposes of
subcontracting.

Other associations are constantly aiding their
small members by pointing out hardship cases to the
Government officials responsible for materials slims-

Hons. The president of an association of magazine
publishers, for example, said that during times of
paper shortage, most of/the hardship requests came
from small publishersthe big ones being more self-
sufficient. The association kept many small publishers
in business by bringing their need for emergency sup-
plies of paper to the attention of the proper Government
officials.

Some of the most important services which trade
associations offer stem from the common problems of
smaller members. An example of this is the develop-
ment of model accounting manuals for their industry.
Personnel problems, too, have become fairly acute
during the last decade. Manuals and training courses
have grown out of knowledge and experiences acquired
by many associations in helping an individual member
company solve its personnel problems. The association
headquarters often provides an excellent place to pool
the knowledge each member has gained in solving its
particular problems.

One other noteworthy way in which associations and
Government have worked together is illustrated by a
directory titled, Directory of National Associations of
Businessmen. It contains an extensive listing of such
groups. It was issued in 1960 by the Department of
Commerce, and was prepared by Jay Judkins, Chief, Trade
ASMOC111110111.1 Division, Office of Domestic Commerce.

Copies may be purchased from the Superintendent of
Documents, Washington 25, D.C. for SO cents each.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

Naturally, one of the things about trade associa-
tions which is of most interest to small manufacturers
is the questionhow much does it cost to belong to a
trade association? The dues, of course, vary according
to the group and the amount of services it renders.

The American Society of Association Executives,
an organization of trade association managers, found
that dues were typically a fraction of 1 percent of the
members' annual volume of business. Some associa-
tions charge a flat, uniform rate. A few use a combina-
tion figure derived from the annual volume of business
and specific flat rate. Many groups also have a ceiling
on the dues they charge.

Among state and national associations, an annual
payment of dues is the most common method. Local
associations often assess dues by the month instead
of annually or semi-annually.

Considering the services rendered, the forward-
looking small manufacturer may regard trade associa-
tion dues not so much as an expense, but as a form of
investment for improvi ng his company.
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THE CASE METHOD OF STUDY

The casc method is a teaching device that helps the student learn through
the processes of reasoning and decision making. Other popular tcaching techniques
stress learning or memorizing other people's knowledge on a given subject. The
case method stresses thinking abilities rather than memory; it is dynamic, not
passive.

What is a casc? It is a dcscription of an actual or true-to-life business situation.
It is a statement of facts, opinions, and judgmentsin short, a problem having
no pat answer but lending itself to discussion and analysis.

The casc method is particularly helpful in tcaching businessmen because it
uses real, practical problems rather than abstract situations. Properly used, it
involves the participants in a way that will hold their intcrest and stimulate their
thinking. It is particularly useful in developing in the individual (1) the ability
to make decisions on administrative tasks (without incurring the penalties of a
wrong decision on the job); and (2) the habit of thinking analytically and construc-
tively.

The case method also highlights the value of group discussion and analysis.
Each member of the group contributes from his unique experience, and each
participant gains from the others. The group's knowledge and experience will
exceed that of any one participantincluding the instructor.

The following checklist can serve as a procedure for conducting case study
and analysis:

Suggestions for Case Study

1. Read the case carefully for general content.

2. Arrange the facts of the case in order of importance.

3. Recognize and define the major problem(s) needing solution.

4. Analyze the problems and their relative importance.

5. Search for and establish alternative solutions.
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6. Select the most desirable of the appropriate solutions.

7. Analyze your probable solutions; set up the pros and cons, giving value to each.

8. State your choice, decision, or final conclusionand be prepared to defend it.

9. Set forth the plan or plans you would follow to implement the decision.
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INTERPRETING MARKET RESEARCH DATA

The Yankee Laundry Co.

As an independent laundry owner, Joseph G. Murray of Boston, Mass., is
deeply concerned with the operation of his business, the Yankee Laundry Co. He
wants to keep in touch with developments in the marketing of laundry services
and is a firm believer in using facts, not guesswork, as a reliable guide.

Murray realizes that many changes have occurred in market conditions during
the past 10 years and he wants to get a current picture of the family laundry
market. After talking with several business associates and consulting his local
laundry association, he found that a survey on the use of family laundry services
was published recently. After reading this survey, Murray was confronted with
the task of interpreting the meaning of these results to himself.

The study covered thousands of door-to-door interviews carefully selected to
give a typical cross section of all urban families in the United States (interviews
were conducted in cities and towns of 2,500 or more population). Obtaining
accurate and impartial data was paramount throughout the entire study. The

family laundry market was selected for study because it is the mainstay of the
average laundry.

Murray had an opportunity to make notes of the following questions and
answers taken from the survey (NOTE: all figures in percent):

How many families use the laundry?

Regular (send all regular family washing to the laundry) 10
Irregular (all laundry part of time or part of it all the time) 27
Former (used to send washing to laundry, but no longer) 30
Never (have never used laundry service) 33

Total 100
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What kind of family service is used?

Service used

Families using

Regular customers Irregular customers

All finished 57 56

Damp wash (flat work ironed) 24 19

Damp wash 10 7

Shirts only 0 8

Fluff dry 7 6

Other 2 4

Total 100 100

How many send specialties to the laundry?

Regular 57

Irregular 46

And what specialties do they send?

Specialty

Families sending

Regular customers Irregular customers

Blankets 49 36

Curtains 26 19

Slipcovers 13 13

Bedspreads 5 4

Quilts, comforters 2 3

Rugs, mats 1 2

Miscellaneous 3 4
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How frequently is washing sent to the laundry?

Frequency
Families sending

Regular customers hugular customers

Every week
Every 2 wee
Every 3 weeks
Every month,
No regular time

62
31
4
3

54
29

3
5

9

What is the makeup of families using laundries?

Size of family:
1-2 persons
3-4 persons
5 or more persons

Dwelling:
One-family
Two-family
Multiple-family

City size:
Over 100,000
Under 100,000

Age of housewife:
Under 30
30-39
40-49
50-59
Over 60

Income:
A group (top)
B group
C group
D group (lower)

Percent of
U.S. families

43
36
34

31
34
52

45
29

30
36
39
37
36

58
42
32
32

784-194 0 -65 -S
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Main reasons given for use of laundry (multiple answers).

Laundry does good work
More convenient
Lack facilities at home
Reduces housework
Some articles too dificult to do at home
Like laundry ironing and finishing work
Have no time for it
Don't like to wash and iron

Regular
customers

Irregular
customers

33 33
27 27
30 22
18 17

6 16

9 15

21 8

13 6

Main reasons given for nonuse of laundry (multiple answers).

Former customers Never use laundry

Too expensive
Laundry hard on clothes
Rather do my own
Have own facilities .

Laundry loses articles
Used it when sick
Laundry doesn't clean clothes well
Have more time to do it

52
46
44
39
23
14

12
12

50
31

55
23

8

0
6

5

For regular and partial customers: Are you entirely satisfied with the laundry? J

Yes 33

No 63

Don't know 3

No answer

Of those replying "No," the following main reasons were given (multiple answers).

1

Laundry customers

Laundry hard on clothes
Laundry loses articles
Laundry doesn't clean clothes well
Too expensive
Ironing not well done
Laundry takes too long

33
22
12
10

9

4
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Why did you start using your present laundry?

Regular customers Irregular customers

Recommended by friend or relative
Laundry conveniently located
Heard it did good work
Driver suggested it
Saw it advertised
Only laundry available
Trial and error
Business was solicited

39
8
7
5

5

4
2
2

30
15

8

7
6

3

2
2

Murray realized this nationwide study might not have obtained the same an-
swers if calls had been made in the Boston area only. However, he believed that
the study probably indicated, within reasonable limits, the conditions in the
Boston family laundry market. Certainly, the results could be used to establish
some preliminary concepts; and several competent research authorities in the area
shared this opinion.

Questions

1. Based on the supplied data, is there such a thing as "a typical laundry
family?" Substantiate your answer.

2. What marketfamily characteristics and present laundry statusdo you
feel Murray should probably cultivate in order to increase his business? Why?

3. Would you recommend the use of the same selling appeals for regular and
for irregular customers of the company? Why?

4. What type of sales-promotion program do you recommend to win present
nonusers to the use of the laundry?

5. Based on this survey, what major conclusion do you feel Murray can make?
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SUGGESTED INCUBATOR ASSIGNMENT

20 Questions on Sources of Business Information

The following 20 questions can serve as a brief mental exercise to highlight
some useful points on business information and where to get it. Please read
carefully both the first part of each statement and the five alternative conclusions.
Check the one conclusion which in your judgment best completes the sentence.

Sample: The world's most celebrated fictional detective is:

(a) Philo Vance (c) Ellery Queen (e) Sherlock Holmes
(b) Hercule Poirot (d) Charlie Chan

Privately, you might believe that Dick Tracy would be the proper choice,
but since he is not listed, item (e) Sherlock Holmes would be the best of the five

possibilities.

You will have 10 minutes to answer the following 20 questions.

PLEASE WAIT FOR SIGNAL BEFORE TURNING PAGE.
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1. Among the many specialized trade associations and societies in the United States,
those oF national scope number about:

(a) 300
(b) 2,000

(c) 4,500
(d) 8,000

(e) 12,000

2. To obtain a ccimprehensive current listing of national trade associations and
professional societies, a manager would consult:

(a) National Associations of the United States
(b) Directory of National Associations of Businessmen
(c) Encyclopedia of AssociationsVol. I
(d) All of the above
(e) None of the above

3. In addition to the national associations and societies, there are regional and
local groups numbering about:

(a) 600 (c) 7,500 (e) 15,000
(b) 2,000 (d) 11,000

4. The Association of Consulting Management Engineers estimates that there are
separate business consulting Rrms numbering about:

(a) 1,800
(b) 3,800

(c) 7,000
(d) 11,000

(e) 21,000

5. Recent estimates place the value oF the total billings of these concerns at around:

(a) S 75-99 million (c) 5200-299 million (e) Over $600 million
(b) 51 00-199 million (d) 5300-500 million

6. Broadly speaking, the development of management consulting firms as we know
them today dates from the period:

(a) 1 885-1916 (c) 1929-39 (e) 1951-61
(b) 191 7-28 (d) 1940-50

7. To obtain a general picture of the scope of consulting services available to busi-
nessmen, a good first step is to:

(a) Ask your business acquaintances
(b) Get a copy of the Directory of Consultant Members from the American

Management Association
(c) Get a copy of "How the Management Consulting Profession Serves

American Business" from the Association of Consulting Management
Engineers

(d) Read "Specialized Help for Small Business" (Small Marketers Aid
No. 74) from SBA

(e) All oF the above
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8. For information about conditions in a particular industry or trade, the best source

would be:

(a) Small Business Administration
(b) Department of Commerce
(c) Treasury Department
(d) Department of Labor
(e) Better Business Bureau

9. For information about how to sell to the Federal Government, the best source

would be:

(a) Small Business Administration
(b) Department of Commerce
(c) Treasury Department
(d) Department of Labor
(e) Federal Bureau of Investigation

10. For information about how to engage in international trade, the best source would be:

(a) Small Business Administration
(b) Department of Commerce
(c) Treasury Department
(d) Department of Labor
(e) Interstate Commerce Commission

11. For information about employers' requirements under the Federal Insurance Con-

tributions Act and the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, the best source would be:

(a) Small Business Administration
(b) Department of Commerce
(c) Treasury Department
(d) Department of Labor
(e) Federal Trade Commission

12. In developing a business reading program, a manager should see regularly at least:

(a) Fortune, Esquire, Life, and the Wall Street Journal
(b) New York Times, Dun's Review and Modern Industry, an appropriate

trade publication, and Nation's Business
(c) BusinessWeek, Survey of Current Business, New York Herald Tribune, and

Nation's Business
(d) New York Journal of Commerce, local newspaper, Life, and an appro-

priate trade publication
(e) Local newspaper, BusinessWeek, Dun's Review and Modern Industry, and

an appropriate trade publication.
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13. A well-rounded business reading program for managers, if done systematically and
regularly, will typically require each week about:

(a) 2 hours (c) 10 hours
(b) 6 hours (d) 18 hours

14. The best way of keeping track of business information is to:

(a) Maintain a functional clipping and Filing system
(b) Keep a notebook in which you write down important facts as you come

across them
(c) Dictate a summary of important data and new ideas each day to be typed

and retained permanently
(d) Set up a library in which to store back numbers of business periodicals

and other printed matter
(e) Assign the job to your secretary

15. Businesses wishing to obtain free information in answer to specific inquiries should
write to:

(a) National Industrial Conference Board
(b) American Management Association
(c) American Institute of Management
(d) All of the above
(e) None of the above

16. One way to avoid a biased appraisal of business developments is to:

(a) Read only U.S. Government publications
(b) Get your information only by talking with people
(c) Read a selected group of publications chosen by yourself
(d) Read a group of publications recommended by a management expert
(e) Read only the material relating to your particular trade

17. The only annual directory of the U.S. Chamber of Commercecovering 2,500
cities, 40 pages, price $1 is issued by:

(a) National Research Council, 2101 Constitution
D.C., 20418

(b) National Industrial Council, 918 Sixteenth St.
20006

(c) Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
ington, D.C., 20006

(d) New York Chamber of Commerce, 65 Liberty St
(e) U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th St. and

Washington, D.C., 20230

(e) 24 hours

Ave. NW., Washington,

NW., Washington, D.C.,

1615 H St. NW., Wash-

., New York, N.Y., 10005
Constitution Ave. NW.,
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18. To locate institutions of higher education from which useful business information

might be obtained, a good first step would be to:

(a) Inquire of the National Education Association
(b) Consult the Yellow Pages of your local telephone directory
(c) Inquire of the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business

(d) Consult the appendix to Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

(e) Inquire of the National Society of Business School Professors

19. To obtain information about the contents and prices of the various business man-

agement handbooks it would be worthwhile to write to:

(a) McGraw-Hill Book
(b) Ronald Press Co., 15
(c) Dartnell Corp., 4660
(d) All of the above
(e) None of the above

Co., 330 West 42d St., New York, N.Y., 10036
East 26th St., New York, N.Y., 10010
Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III., 60640

20. The Small Business Administration maintains permanent offices in:

(a) The 15 largest cities
(b) The 50 State capitals, but not in U.S. Territories
(c) 72 cities including U.S. Territories
(d) The 168 major metropolitan areas
(e) The States which went Democratic in 1964

ANSWERS:
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

FIELD OFFICES

Agana, Guam
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Anchorage, Alaska
Atlanta, Georgia
Augusta, Maine
Baltimore, Maryland
Birmingham, Alabama
Boise, Idaho
Boston, Massachusetts
Buffalo, New York
Casper, Wyoming
Charleston, West Virginia
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbia, South Carolina
Columbus, Ohio
Concord, New Hampshire
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Colorado
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Michigan
Fargo, North Dakota
Hartford, Connecticut
Helena, Montana
Honolulu, Hawaii
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Indiana
Jackson, Mississippi
Jacksonville, Florida
Kansas City, Missouri
Knoxville, Tennessee
Las Vegas, Nevada
Little Rock, Arkansas

Los Angeles, California
Louisville, Kentucky
Lubbock, Texas
Madison, Wisconsin
Marquette, Michigan
Marshall, Texas
Miami, Florida
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Montpelier, Vermont
Nashville, Tennessee
Newark, New Jersey
New Orleans, Louisiana
New York, New York
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Phoenix, Arizona
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Portland, Oregon
Providence, Rhode Island
Richmond, Virginia
St. Louis, Missouri
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Texas
San Diego, California
San Francisco, California
Santurce, Puerto Rico
Seattle, Washington
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Spokane, Washington
Syracuse, New York
Toledo, Ohio
Washington, D.C.
Wichita, Kansas

The addresses and telephone numbers of these field offices are listed under United States Government in the
respective city telephone directories.
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GRAY The Lesson Plan

RUST The Presentation

BUFF The Visual Aids

GREEN The Supply Department

YELLOW Cases in Point

BLUE The Incubator
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